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Province announces funding for irrigation projects in Taber
https://calgary.ctvnews.ca/province-announces-funding-for-irrigation-projects-in-taber1.5051462
TABER, ALTA. -- The UCP government will be funding numerous irrigation projects in
and around Taber as part of its recovery plan.
One of those is “a major flood mitigation project which is phase one of a three-phase
Horsefly Emergency Spillway,” said Minister of Infrastructure Prasada Panada.
The province will also fund upgrades to the town’s water treatment plant facility and a
wetland to manage storm and water during excessive rainfall periods.
“Everyone one of them are a huge enhancement,” said Taber Mayor Andrew Prokop.
In total the province is investing $3.2 million into the East Taber Constructed Wetland
project, $7.4 million into the Horsefly Emergency Spillway (Phase 1) and just under
$150,000 into water treatment upgrades. The town of Raymond will also receive $2.6
million for wastewater treatment plant upgrades.
The funding will do more than just enhance infrastructure.
“We’ve been talking about getting Albertans back to work. This is going to start with
that” said Taber and Warner MLA Grant Hunter.
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The province estimates nearly 170 jobs will be created in the Taber area. The federal
government is also funding the projects, bringing the total between the two levels of
government to just over $30 million.
Those in the community hope this helps put the city on the map.
“Our major strategy down here is building a world-class agri-food business and we look
forward to being able to expand that,” said Hunter.
St. Mary River Irrigation District is also receiving $2.6 million for infrastructure upgrades.
The provincial funding is part of the UCP government’s $10 billion recovery plan.

Area water management receives over $40M in provincial grants
https://lethbridgeherald.com/news/lethbridge-news/2020/08/04/area-watermanagement-receives-over-40m-in-provincial-grants/
The Alberta government announced over $40 million in grants on Tuesday for irrigation
and water management in southern Alberta, including major announcements in the
Taber area.
Minister of Infrastructure Prasad Panda said the money provided for the projects
through federal-provincial matching grants is part of his government’s ongoing efforts to
help stimulate the economy coming out of COVID-19 pandemic and foster economic
growth in the region.
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“This is part of our Alberta recovery program,” he explained to the media at the formal
announcement in front of Taber’s town hall on Tuesday. “As you all know, we mean to
respond to this pandemic. We have a very bold plan to mitigate some of the risks for the
health and the economy for Albertans.”
Panda then outlined four projects, three of which were in the Taber area, which would
be funded by the Alberta government in the southern Alberta region. The major
announcement was a $22.2-million grant to help mitigate flooding risks in the St. Mary
River Canal through upgrades to the Horsefly Emergency Spillway.
According to information released by the MD of Taber after the announcement, the
project will divert the equivalent of the entire flow of the SMRID main canal upstream of
the Horsefly Check Structure through the Taber Irrigation District (TID). During a large
event, water would be diverted through an SMRID main canal diversion structure into an
enlarged Horsefly Approach Channel, through TID’s Horsefly Reservoir, an enlarged
TID lateral 15, through Taber Reservoir, into an enlarged TID Big Bend Main Canal and
then through a new diversion and channel west to a spillway to the Oldman River. TID
would own and operate the system under a mutually agreed operation, maintenance
and surveillance plan.
“The reason this is such a big project for us about two years ago in the spring of 2018
we had an awful lot of overland flooding,” explained Reeve Merrill Harris of the MD of
Taber. “Down south of Grassy Lake, the possibility of the St. Mary Canal breaking due
to all the water and the ice that was in there. What would happen to our area if that
canal was to ever break? This project diverts water out of the St. Mary Canal through
Horsefly Lake, through Taber Lake, and down to the river. So more drainage water can
be picked up farther down east without that chance of that main canal breaking. So that
is huge for irrigated agriculture in our area: to safeguard that main canal through that
project.”
The Town of Taber also was able to receive two grants.
The first one, for about $500,000, was to help clean corrosion from the community’s
water infrastructure through CO-2 injections which will help improve overall water quality
in the community.
The second, more substantial, grant for $7.5 million was to fund the Taber East
Constructed Wetland project. Stormwater generated within the southerly and easterly
areas of the Town flow by municipal drainage networks to the TID Taber Reservoir.
According to information provided, this impacts water quality and exacerbates issues
managing an irrigation network during overland runoff events. The project involves
incorporating settlement and storage ponds to collect stormwater that will discharge
through a wetland engineered to filter and extract nutrients from the water prior to
controlled release into TID’s Taber Reservoir.
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Taber Mayor Andrew Prokop said his community was grateful for the government’s
support on both projects.
“We are thrilled about these projects today,” he said. “That does nothing but enhance
the area, the quality of life, and future longevity for the Taber community area. That
(wetland project) has been works for awhile. What prompted that was to be able to treat
water to go back into Taber Lake, which in turn can be used for irrigation purposes. That
is a huge enhancement.
“This project is also very environmentally friendly as it will create new wildlife habitat
and be user-friendly and educational for all to enjoy for many years ahead,” Prokop
added.
Panda also announced an $8-million grant for the Town of Raymond to enhance its
municipal water system.
Agriculture Minister Devin Dreeshan made another announcement on Tuesday of a
$2.6-million grant to the St. Mary River Irrigation District to repair irrigation infrastructure
in southern Alberta.
Taber-Warner MLA and Associate Minister for Red Tape Reduction Grant Hunter said
all the announcements on Tuesday, and other recent infrastructure announcements
such as the $150 million for Highway 3 twinning between Taber and Burdett, show his
government’s commitment to enhancing agriculture in the region.
“We have something special here,” he said. “There is something unique and magical
about this area. We have got the heat units. We have got the water. What we need to
have is the infrastructure so we can get out of the way of our job creators and the first
innovators, which were the farmers, they will do what we need them to do. We have
been talking about getting Albertans back to work. This is going to start with that.
Irrigation is going to be playing a huge part in our major strategy down here — which is
building a world-class agri-food business. All of these (irrigation) projects down here are
going to be able to help with that process.”

SMRID receives $2.6M to improve water infrastructure
https://lethbridgeherald.com/news/lethbridge-news/2020/08/05/smrid-receives-2-6m-toimprove-water-infrastructure/
https://medicinehatnews.com/news/southern-alberta-news/2020/08/05/smrid-receives2-6m-to-improve-water-infrastructure/
As part of Alberta’s $10-million Irrigation Rehabilitation Program, the provincial
government is providing a $2.6-million grant to the St. Mary River Irrigation District
(SMRID) to enhance water management and delivery in the district.
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Agriculture and Forestry Minister Devin Dreeshen made the announcement Tuesday
afternoon at Chin Reservoir south of Cranford on Highway 3.
“There’s no question that 2020 has been a challenging year for everyone in the
agricultural sector,” said Dreeshen. “We’ve had everything from the COVID pandemic to
negative oil prices in Alberta, so it’s time for some good news. The potential that
irrigation has in Alberta is incredible, and that is a good-news story.”
The funding is intended to ensure Alberta’s irrigation districts continue to improve water
infrastructure that provides water for irrigation and agricultural operations, as well as a
wealth of other opportunities in other sectors.
“This grant is part of the year’s overall $10-million rehabilitation funding that’s going to
over a dozen irrigation districts,” continued Dreeshen. “Today’s $2.6-million grant
announcement to St. Mary will ensure this district can continue to improve its
infrastructure, infrastructure that is vital to this community. We will also support the
district in carrying out irrigation projects that are so critical to everyone that depends on
them.
“That ranges from agriculture operations, municipalities, recreational areas, wetlands
and wildlife habitats. Ultimately, southern Alberta’s agricultural industry would not
survive without water and the irrigation infrastructure that delivers it.”
Taber-Warner MLA Grant Hunter, who also serves as Associate Minister of Red Tape
Reduction, suggested agriculture and irrigation in southern Alberta rate high as priorities
for Premier Jason Kenney’s cabinet.
“It’s exciting to see the different projects that we’ve brought into this riding, and this is
going to be one more project that we’re excited about. One of the things I want you to
know is this area down here, there’s something really valuable about down here in
southern Alberta – we’ve got the heat units, we’ve got some fantastic irrigation
infrastructure, and we also have some of the most dynamic individuals, our farmers and
ranchers. And because of that, that makes this a very special place, a place where we
can actually get things done. The premier is very interested in making sure that this is
the agri-food corridor in Canada, and in order to be able to do that, we have to provide
the proper infrastructure.”
Rehabilitation projects supported by these grants include lining unlined canals,
converting canals to pipelines, and other work. These projects increase the water
conveyance network’s efficiency, allowing more acres to be irrigated with the existing
water allocation.
Started in 1969, the Irrigation Rehabilitation Program is a long-standing grant program
that provides cost-shared funds to irrigation districts to rehabilitate irrigation
infrastructure. Government of Alberta investments through the program are matched by
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districts at a ratio of 75 per cent government to 25 per cent district. SMRID is receiving
$2,651,848 from the program.
“We’re going to invest $10 billion in infrastructure projects all across Alberta to grow the
economy and get people back to work,” said Infrastructure Minister Prasad Panda. “This
$10-billion in investment is actually 40 per cent more than what we budgeted in the
2020 budget, which was $7 billion.”
Dreeshen singled out Hunter for special praise as a tireless advocate for irrigation
improvement and expansion in cabinet.
“He’s probably one of the biggest advocates in cabinet for irrigation. So you have a
double whammy there, with a guy that understands red tape and how it can slow down
business or halt expansion, but also sees first hand the value and tremendous benefit
from irrigation.”

Every year, Alberta’s irrigation industry supports about 56,000 full-time jobs and
contributes about $2.4 billion in labour income, while providing $3.6 billion in GDP
annually to Alberta’s economy.
Within Alberta’s irrigation districts, there are more than 42 reservoirs and about 7,600
kilometres of conveyance works, including canals and pipelines, which carry almost two
billion cubic metres of water per year. Alberta’s irrigated land makes up almost 70 per
cent of all irrigated acres in Canada.

Four irrigation projects worth almost $40 million announced for Taber
area
https://lethbridgenewsnow.com/2020/08/04/four-irrigation-projects-worth-almost-40million-announced-for-taber-area/
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Alberta’s Infrastructure Minister Prasad Panda announced three new irrigation-based
projects are on the way for Taber and one for the Raymond area.
The new projects are part of the $10 billion towards infrastructure projects in Alberta for
2020.
That $10 billion is for all parts of the province and many different sectors, Panda says.

Phase one of three phases for flood mitigation efforts is one of the projects for Taber
worth $22.2 million.
The second for Taber is the construction of an engineered wetland project to deal with
the excess water in the region worth $7.4 million.
Lastly for Taber, the third plan will help with corrosion and provide safe and clean
drinking water worth $500,000.
In the Raymond area, a wastewater sewage system expansion project will help the area
and is worth $8 million.
Panda added that the nearly $40 million will go to good use.
“These projects for the area is needed on top of the $150 million highway expansion
project we announced earlier.”
Mayor of Taber, Andrew Prokop believes the projects are needed in Taber.
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“All projects are needed, we are very happy that Minister Panda made this
announcement.”
Currently, there are no timelines for any of these plans.

Canada and Alberta invest in healthier communities with recreation
and water infrastructure for residents of southeastern Alberta
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/canada-and-alberta-invest-in-healthiercommunities-with-recreation-and-water-infrastructure-for-residents-of-southeasternalberta-848323965.html
The governments of Canada and Alberta recognize the different ways that the COVID19 pandemic has impacted communities across the province. Both governments are
making strategic investments in infrastructure to support families, businesses and
communities, and continue to look ahead to see what more can be done to help them
strengthen their local economies.
Strategic investments in creating safe gathering spaces and a reliable water supply will
play a key role in ensuring southeastern Alberta residents have modern facilities to
support healthy communities.
Today, the Honourable Catherine McKenna, Minister of Infrastructure and Communities;
the Honourable Maryam Monsef, Minister of Women and Gender Equality and Rural
Economic Development; and the Honourable Prasad Panda, Minister of Infrastructure
for Alberta, announced funding for six projects that will help create healthier
communities in southeastern Alberta.
To ensure access to safe and reliable drinking water, a new C02 injector pump will be
installed in the Town of Taber's water treatment plant facility. The Town will also build
an engineered wetland to manage excess storm water during excessive rainfall.
In addition, the construction of a concrete spillway and upgrades to canals attached to
Taber Lake will reduce future flooding risks.
In Raymond, the expansion of the wastewater treatment system will increase the
treatment capacity of the Town to service the community. Brooks will also improve its
ability to treat wastewater. The Municipal District of Acadia No. 34 will build a new
community hall in replacement of the current building to better suit the community's
needs.
These projects will create immediate and long-term jobs and better protect the
environment and the well-being of Albertans.
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The Government of Canada is investing more than $16.7 million in these projects
through the Green Infrastructure Streams (GIS) and the Rural and Northern
Communities Infrastructure Stream (RNIS) of the Investing in Canada infrastructure
plan. The Government of Alberta is providing over $15 million, while municipalities and
communities are contributing more than $11.2 million.
Quotes
"Clean drinking water, and effective wastewater treatment are essential building blocks
of strong communities. Our investments in water infrastructure projects in Taber, along
with the other projects we are announcing today, will make a real difference in people's
lives for years to come. They will also help support local
economies. Canada's infrastructure plan invests in thousands of projects, creates jobs
across the country and builds stronger communities."
The Honourable Catherine McKenna, Minister of Infrastructure and Communities
"Rural communities are an integral part of our country, and they have been impacted by
COVID-19 in unprecedented ways. This is why support for community facilities like the
new Acadia Valley Community Hall is so important to help communities stay strong,
vibrant, and resilient. It is equally important that we continue investments in important
water infrastructure, like the Town of Taber Water Treatment Plant. Since November
2015, the Government of Canada has invested in 227 infrastructure projects, including
68 clean water and wastewater projects, in rural communities in Alberta to strengthen
local economies and improve quality of life."
The Honourable Maryam Monsef, Minister of Women and Gender Equality and Rural
Economic Development
"Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta's recovery plan. Ensuring
communities and organizations can get started on the planning and construction of
these ICIP projects figures prominently in our plan to create needed jobs and boost
local economies where it matters most."
The Honourable Prasad Panda, Minister of Infrastructure for Alberta
Quick facts


Through the Investing in Canada infrastructure plan, the Government
of Canada is investing more than $180 billion over 12 years in public transit
projects, green infrastructure, social infrastructure, trade and transportation
routes, and Canada's rural and northern communities.



$2 billion of this funding is supporting infrastructure projects that meet the unique
needs of rural and northern communities like facilities to support food security,
local access roads and enhanced broadband connectivity.
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The Government of Canada has invested more than $4.6 billion in over 285
infrastructure projects across Alberta under the Investing in Canada plan.



The Rural Economic Development Strategy leverages ongoing federal
investments and provides a vision for the future, identifying practical steps to take
in the short term, and serving as a foundation to guide further work.

St. Mary Irrigation District set to receive $2.6 million for network
improvements
https://www.mylethbridgenews.com/11880/st-mary-irrigation-district-set-to-receive-2-6million-for-network-improvements/
The province announcing more than 2.6 million dollars Tuesday to support the St. Mary
Irrigation District.
The grant is part of Alberta’s $10-million Irrigation Rehabilitation Program.
Agriculture Minister Devin Dreeshen says crumbling infrastructure on the St. Mary River
network highlights the importance of ongoing maintenance and rehabilitation.
Projects include lining unlined canals, converting canals to pipelines and more.
Once complete, the measures will increase the network’s efficiency and allow more
acres to be irrigated with the existing water allocation.
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Millions of dollars announced for infrastructure projects in southeast
Alberta
https://www.mylethbridgenews.com/11873/millions-of-dollars-announced-forinfrastructure-projects-in-southeast-alberta/
Millions of dollars in federal and provincial funding has been earmarked for six projects
in southeast Alberta.
Alberta’s Infrastructure Minister, Prasad Panda, was in Taber Tuesday to make the
announcement.
To ensure access to safe and reliable drinking water, a new C02 injector pump will be
installed in the Town of Taber’s water treatment plant facility.
The Town will also build an engineered wetland to manage excess storm water during
heavy rainfalls while a concrete spillway and upgrades to canals attached to Taber Lake
will be constructed to reduce future flooding risks.
In Raymond, the wastewater treatment plant will be expanded to increase the capacity
of the Town to service the community.
Funding was also announced for Brooks and the MD of Acadia No.34.
The news release says the governments of Canada and Alberta recognize the different
ways the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted communities across the province, adding
both governments are making strategic investments in infrastructure to support families,
businesses, and communities, and continue to look ahead to see what more can be
done to help them strengthen their local economies.
For the full funding breakdown, visit the Government of Canada website.

August 6, 2020
Four irrigation projects worth almost $40 million announced for Taber
area
https://rdnewsnow.com/2020/08/05/four-irrigation-projects-worth-almost-40-millionannounced-for-taber-area/
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Alberta’s Infrastructure Minister Prasad Panda has announced three new irrigationbased projects are on the way for Taber and one for the Raymond area.
The new projects are part of the $10 billion towards infrastructure projects in Alberta for
2020.
Phase one of three phases for flood mitigation efforts is one of the projects for Taber
worth $22.2 million.
The second for Taber is the construction of an engineered wetland project to deal with
the excess water in the region worth $7.4 million.
Lastly for Taber, the third plan will help with corrosion and provide safe and clean
drinking water worth $500,000.
In the Raymond area, a wastewater sewage system expansion project will help the area
and is worth $8 million.
Panda added that the nearly $40 million will go to good use.
“These projects for the area is needed on top of the $150 million highway expansion
project we announced earlier.”
Taber mayor Andrew Prokop believes the projects are needed.
“All projects are needed, we are very happy that Minister Panda made this
announcement.”
12
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Currently, there are no timelines for any of these plans.
(Lethbridge News Now)

Area water management receives over $40M in provincial grants
http://www.vauxhalladvance.com/news/2020/08/06/area-water-management-receivesover-40m-in-provincial-grants/
The Alberta government announced over $40 million in grants on Tuesday for irrigation
and water management in southern Alberta, including major announcements in the
Taber area.
Minister of Infrastructure Prasad Panda said the money provided for the projects
through federal-provincial matching grants is part of his government’s ongoing efforts to
help stimulate the economy coming out of the COVID-19 pandemic and foster economic
growth in the region.
“This is part of our Alberta recovery program,” he explained to the media at the formal
announcement in front of Taber’s town hall on Tuesday. “As you all know, we mean to
respond to this pandemic. We have a very bold plan to mitigate some of the risks for the
health and the economy for Albertans.”
Panda then outlined four projects, three of which were in the Taber area, which would
be funded by the Alberta government in the southern Alberta region. The major
announcement was a $22.2-million grant to help mitigate flooding risks in the St. Mary
River Canal through upgrades to the Horsefly Emergency Spillway.
According to information released by the M.D. of Taber after the announcement, the
project will divert the equivalent of the entire flow of the SMRID main canal upstream of
the Horsefly Check Structure through the Taber Irrigation District (TID). During a large
event, water would be diverted through an SMRID main canal diversion structure into an
enlarged Horsefly Approach Channel, through TID’s Horsefly Reservoir, an enlarged
TID lateral 15, through Taber Reservoir, into an enlarged TID Big Bend Main Canal and
then through a new diversion and channel west to a spillway to the Oldman River. TID
would own and operate the system under a mutually-agreed operation, maintenance
and surveillance plan.
“The reason this is such a big project for us about two years ago in the spring of 2018
we had an awful lot of overland flooding,” explained Reeve Merrill Harris of the M.D. of
Taber. “Down south of Grassy Lake, the possibility of the St. Mary Canal breaking due
to all the water and the ice that was in there. What would happen to our area if that
canal was to ever break? This project diverts water out of the St. Mary Canal through
Horsefly Lake, through Taber Lake, and down to the river. So more drainage water can
be picked up farther down east without that chance of that main canal breaking. So that
13
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is huge for irrigated agriculture in our area: to safeguard that main canal through that
project.”
The Town of Taber also was able to receive two grants. The first one, for about
$500,000, was to help clean corrosion from the community’s water infrastructure
through CO-2 injections which will help improve overall water quality in the community.
The second, more substantial, grant for $7.5 million was to fund the Taber East
Constructed Wetland project. Stormwater generated within the southerly and easterly
areas of the town flow by municipal drainage networks to the TID Taber Reservoir.
According to information provided, this impacts water quality and exacerbates issues
managing an irrigation network during overland runoff events.
The project involves incorporating settlement and storage ponds to collect stormwater
that will discharge through a wetland engineered to filter and extract nutrients from the
water prior to controlled release into TID’s Taber Reservoir.
Taber Mayor Andrew Prokop said his community was grateful for the government’s
support on both projects.
“We are thrilled about these projects today,” he said. “That does nothing but enhance
the area, the quality of life, and future longevity for the Taber community area. That
(wetland project) has been in the works for awhile. What prompted that was to be able
to treat water to go back into Taber Lake, which in turn can be used for irrigation
purposes. That is a huge enhancement.”
“This project is also very environmentally friendly as it will create new wildlife habitat
and be user-friendly and educational for all to enjoy for many years ahead,” Prokop
added.
Panda also announced an $8-million grant for the Town of Raymond to enhance its
municipal water system.
Agriculture Minister Devon Dreeshan made another announcement on Tuesday of a
$2.6-million grant to the St. Mary River Irrigation District to repair irrigation infrastructure
in southern Alberta.
Taber-Warner MLA and Associate Minister for Red Tape Reduction Grant Hunter said
all the announcements on Tuesday, and other recent infrastructure announcements
such as the $150 million for Highway 3 twinning between Taber and Burdett, show his
government’s commitment to enhancing agriculture in the region.
“We have something special here,” he said. “There is something unique and magical
about this area. We have got the heat units. We have got the water. What we need to
have is the infrastructure so we can get out of the way of our job creators and the first
innovators, which were the farmers, they will do what we need them to do. We have
14
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been talking about getting Albertans back to work. This is going to start with that.
Irrigation is going to be playing a huge part in our major strategy down here — which is
building a world-class agri-food business. All of these (irrigation) projects down here are
going to be able to help with that process.”

Governments of Canada and Alberta Invest in Water Infrastructure
https://www.watercanada.net/governments-of-canada-and-alberta-invest-in-waterinfrastructure/
Funding for five water infrastructure projects has been announced by the governments
of Canada and Alberta.
“Clean drinking water and effective wastewater treatment are essential building blocks
of strong communities,” said Catherine McKenna, minister of infrastructure and
communities. “Our investments in water infrastructure projects in Taber, along with the
other projects we are announcing today, will make a real difference in people’s lives for
years to come. They will also help support local economies. Canada’s infrastructure
plan invests in thousands of projects, creates jobs across the country and builds
stronger communities.”
Communities that will receive funding include:
Town of Taber: A new C02 injector pump that will be installed in the Town’s water
treatment plant facility.
Town of Taber: An engineered wetland to manage excess stormwater during excessive
rainfall will be built in the Town of Taber.
Town of Taber: Canals attached to Taber Lake will be upgraded and a concrete spillway
will be constructed to reduce future flood risks
Raymond: The expansion of the wastewater treatment system will increase the
treatment capacity of the Town to service the community.
Brooks: The community will improve its ability to treat wastewater.
“Rural communities are an integral part of our country, and they have been impacted by
COVID-19 in unprecedented ways,” said Maryam Monsef, minister for women and
gender equality and rural economic development. “This is why support for community
facilities like the new Acadia Valley Community Hall is so important to help communities
stay strong, vibrant, and resilient. It is equally important that we continue investments in
important water infrastructure, like the Town of Taber Water Treatment Plant.
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The Government of Canada is investing more than $16.7 million in these projects
through the Green Infrastructure Streams (GIS) and the Rural and Northern
Communities Infrastructure Stream (RNIS) of the Investing in Canada infrastructure
plan. The Government of Alberta is providing over $15 million. Municipalities and
communities are contributing more than $11.2 million.
“Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta’s recovery plan,” said Prasad Panda,
minister of infrastructure for Alberta. “Ensuring communities and organizations can get
started on the planning and construction of these ICIP projects figures prominently in
our plan to create needed jobs and boost local economies where it matters most.”

Leth irrigation funding (CTV Lethbridge)
Source: GOACC - Government of Alberta Closed Captioning
Aug 05 17:08
Air Time: August 05, 2020 17:08:16
Length: 01 minute and 59 seconds
Broadcast: 16:58
Station: CTV Lethbridge
View Video:
http://alberta.ca/eclips/index.cfm?lnk=388105&Leth_irrigation_funding_CTV_Lethbridge
the province continues its rollout of irrigation funding in southern alberta on lethbridge's
north side today. more than $1 million is going towards a lethbridge northern irrigation
district to help with capital priorities. aaron mahoney has the story.
Reporter:
The province has granted nearly $1.1 million to the irrigation rehabilitation program. and
the lethbridge northern irrigation system. it will help to improve infrastructure in the
region and provide water for irrigation and cultural operations as well as houston various
operations.
It just comes to the huge economic potential that the issue and area has. tons of studies
show that every dollar you invest in irrigation will produce about $3 in economic return.
Reporter:
The rehabilitation projects are supported and will turn canals into pipelines. funding
wilson specific -- specifically support the projects due to start and fall.
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That's a 17 million-dollar project in two years. we will use funding towards that. the
pipeline project, it's north. about 3 miles. and it goes just on the south part of iron
springs. all the way up to e 45.
Jacquie:
The pipeline means there will be anymore pumping. that's a big energy saver. and great
for local economy.
Reporter:
By increasing the conveyance network efficiency, for province like these are -- projects
like these it will more irrigation within the existing water allocations.
Irrigation is vitally important to food companies that will great good paying jobs here in
southern alberta, across the province. and it just seems to be a really good investment
that taxpayers can make. to grow our economy, increase jobs. and help our overall
economy. and help diversify our economy as well.

Northern irrigation funds; $1.1 Mill (Glob Lethbridge)
Source: GOACC - Government of Alberta Closed Captioning
Aug 05 17:10
Air Time: August 05, 2020 17:10:14
Length: 01 minute and 10 seconds
Broadcast: 16:59
Station: Glob Lethbridge
View Video:
http://alberta.ca/eclips/index.cfm?lnk=388096&Northern_irrigation_funds;_$1.1_Mill_Glo
b_Lethbridge
Tom:
Another boost in irrigation, the province has announced 1.1 million in rehab funding for
the lethbridge northern irrigation district. that funding will ensure alberta's irrigation
districts continue to improve water infrastructure. which provides water for agricultural
operations, municipal to use, operation, wildlife and habitat. that funding comes
courtesy of alberta's $10 million irrigation rehabilitation program. the government says
these projects will allow more areas to be arrogated with existing water allocations.
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You can't just rely on what otherwise could be provided to us. but what it does provide
can be done away quickly with the chinook's, winds, these summers we have had.
irrigation is a vital. for crops, production, and for a way of life here in alberta.
Up -- cutting down on water seepage. evacuation. the canal network. farmers will
ultimately use less water to irrigate more land here in southern alberta.
Tim Kalinowski
@TimKalHerald

Minister of Infrastructure Prasad Panda announced $35 million in water and irrigation
projects at Taber this morning. #yql @Leth_Herald

August 7, 2020
Ainsley O’Riley
@BCN_ainsoriley

Minister Prasad Panda announcing 3 major projects for the town of Taber. Projects
include flooding and irrigation efforts. Panda says that 10 billion dollars will be invested
into projects like these in the province.
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12:20pm · 4 Aug 2020 · Twi
Global Calgary
@GlobalCalgary
Alberta's Minister of Infrastructure @prasadpandayyc joins Global News to talk about how Albertans
can have their input into the future planning of infrastructure projects in Alberta.
Click link for video - https://twitter.com/GlobalCalgary/status/1291814827002929152

August 10, 2020
Alberta Continues To Invest In Irrigation
https://swiftcurrentonline.com/ag-news/alberta-announces-funding-for-lethbridgenorthern-irrigation-district
https://discoverairdrie.com/ag-news/agriculture-news-ab/alberta-continues-to-invest-inirrigation
Three new irrigation-based projects were announced this week for the Taber area and
one for Raymond as part of Alberta's $10-million Irrigation Rehabilitation Program.
Overall, the projects are expected to cost close to $40 million dollars.
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Alberta’s Infrastructure Minister Prasad Panda says the first project for the Taber area
will cost about $22.2 million and involves flood mitigation.
Phase two is a wetland project valued at $7.4 million to deal with the excess water in
the area.
Phase three is worth $500,000 and will focus on the corrosion issue and providing safe,
clean drinking water for Taber.
The Raymond area project is worth about $8 million and will involve the expansion of
the wastewater sewage system.
In another announcement this week, over $2.6 million dollars has been announced for
the St. Mary River Irrigation District.
Devin Dreeshen, the Minister of Agriculture and Forestry, says the crumbling
infrastructure on the St. Mary River network highlights the importance of ongoing
maintenance and rehabilitation.
He notes investments in irrigation will attract value-added food processors that will
create full-time jobs and expand our economy.
Earlier this week, Alberta announced $1.1 million in funding for the Lethbridge Northern
Irrigation District.
Alberta’s irrigated land makes up almost 70 per cent of all irrigated acres in Canada.
Within the province’s irrigation districts, there are more than 42 reservoirs and about
7,600 kilometres of conveyance works, including canals and pipelines, which carry
nearly two billion cubic metres of water per year.

August 12, 2020
Creating jobs and investing in school maintenance in Brooks
Bassano Times Final NewsMon, Aug 10, 2020
Alberta's Government is creating 20 jobs in Brooks by investing in wastewater
improvement projects.
As part of Alberta's Municipal Sustainability Initiative, the City of Brooks is receiving
$3,331,000, including $1,110,222 in provincial funding, for the Brooks Sanitary
Wastewater Replacement and Hort Lift Station Connection. This will create 20 wellpaying jobs today for people in Brooks.
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Brooks-Medicine Hat MLA Michaela Glasgo was joined by Minister of Infrastructure
Prasad Panda in the City of Brooks to announce the new investment. The project
includes increasing the size of the main wastewater line, installing a new connection
vault at the main lift station for the region, and creating a new sanitary dump station for
the region. This update will serve Brooks residents and the surrounding area, including
visitors to provincial parks in the region.
"I am pleased to see this job creating investment being made in the City of Brooks.
While few of us notice it, wastewater infrastructure is essential to our everyday lives.
The Brooks Sanitary Wastewater Replacement and Hort Lift Station Connection project
will bring jobs to Brooks and ensure our community infrastructure remains strong for
years to come," Michaela Glasgo, MLA for Brooks-Medicine Hat.
MLA Glasgo and Minister Panda also toured the sites of two schools to be built in the
area, the Tilley School Replacement Project and the Ecole Le Ruisseau Replacement
Project. Combined, this investment in Alberta's schools accounts for nearly $27 million
in infrastructure spending and will create 150 well-paying jobs for hardworking
Albertans. All new investments in municipal infrastructure are part of the more than $10
billion infrastructure spending announced as part of Alberta's Recovery Plan. This plan
is a bold long-term strategy to build Alberta's infrastructure, diversify the economy, and
immediately create tens of thousands of jobs for Albertans.

Taber flood work could cost City of Medicine Hat
https://medicinehatnews.com/news/local-news/2020/08/12/taber-flood-work-could-costcity-of-medicine-hat/
Newly announced grants to build a floodway near Taber may trigger the need for
regional municipalities – including Medicine Hat and Cypress County – to put millions of
their own money toward the project.

The Horsefly Emergency Spillway, which would divert flood water past the town of
Taber, will eventually join the St. Mary’s Irrigation System to the Oldman River in three
phases.
Last week, Ottawa announced it would match provincial funds first announced in
February for the first $22.4-million phase, via the Investing in Canada infrastructure
grant.
However, the program depends on a three-way funding agreement including
municipalities – in this case made up of a consortium of southern Alberta’s counties and
irrigators.
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That share would total $5.9 million from abut 15 members of the “Regional Drainage
Committee,” but based on a sliding scale of direct benefit.
Medicine Hat’s council passed a resolution last fall stating it won’t contribute to flood
mitigation projects outside the city until its own flood projects are complete.
Council’s representative to the group, Coun. Kris Samraj, said more information should
be provided to members about the funding plan at an upcoming meeting next week.
According to previous reports, Medicine Hat’s share for the entire $49-million project
would be about $760,000.
Officials with Cypress County ($1.8 million for Horsefly in total) and County of Forty Mile
($2 million) did not respond to information requests from the News on Tuesday, though
both counties are struggling with their own financial challenges. Cypress County Reeve
Dan Hamilton said recently that major rebalancing of the tax base would be needed if
proposed changes to assessing linear taxes are approved by the province.
Federal Environment Minister Catherine McKenna’s office announced $8.9 million for
the spillway among other projects on Aug. 4.
“Our investments in water infrastructure projects in Taber … will make a real difference
in people’s lives for years to come,” McKenna stated in a release.
That is combined with $7.4 million in provincial money first announced in February
during the final round of Alberta Community Resiliency Program grants.
“Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta’s recovery Plan,” said Alberta’s
Infrastructure Minister Prasad Panda.
The Regional Drainage Committee was founded in 2013 to deal with overland flooding
issues and water security in drought periods.

A 2019 report outlines proposals to expand reservoirs, build spillways and add other
mitigation measures throughout southern Alberta at a total estimated cost of $150
million. Those plans are prioritized with an agreement to seek out grants, and a portion
of remaining costs to all municipal partners based on direct benefit.
Horsefly, though in Taber, would see funding from all committee partners, while town
and MD of Taber would pay the most, a combined $3.5 million.
Partners would then be required to fund a portion of projects out of their area. Those
include proposals nearer to the Hat, such as a $25-million expansion of Murray Lake
and a $13-million relief spillway from Sauter (Rattlesnake) Reservoir.
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Canada and Alberta invest in recreation and water infrastructure to
support strong healthy communities in Central Alberta
https://www.newswire.ca/news-releases/canada-and-alberta-invest-in-recreation-andwater-infrastructure-to-support-strong-healthy-communities-in-central-alberta857613423.html
https://finance.yahoo.com/news/canada-alberta-invest-recreation-water153600762.html?soc_src=social-sh&soc_trk=tw
WAINWRIGHT, AB, Aug. 11, 2020 /CNW/ - The governments of Canada and Alberta
recognize that the COVID-19 pandemic has deeply impacted communities across the
province. Both governments are making strategic investments in infrastructure to
support people's health and well-being, and strengthen local economies.
Today, the Honourable Catherine McKenna, Minister of Infrastructure and Communities;
the Honourable Maryam Monsef, Minister for Women and Gender Equality and Rural
Economic Development; and the Honourable Prasad Panda, Minister of Infrastructure
for Alberta, announced funding for eight projects in Central Alberta.
In the Municipal District of Wainwright, the funding will be used to improve the
Greenshields wastewater treatment lagoon and capacity, as well as reduce the risk of
leaking, odour and contamination. This will help protect people's health and keep the
environment clean.
Another project involves finishing the Alberta Central East Regional Water Transmission
System. A further 96.3 kilometres of line will be added to bring a safe reliable water
supply to 18 communities in the counties of Minburn, Two Hills and Vermillion River.
Water transmission lines will also be extended by 35.8 kilometres to bring the Village of
Edberg in Camrose County, and the Village of Clive in Lacombe County a long-term,
secure water supply.

For residents of Consort, the funding is going towards a new aquatic facility to help
people stay active and support community development.
These, along with the other projects announced today, will create jobs and strengthen
local economies now while promoting sustainable growth and residents' long-term
health and well-being.
The Government of Canada is investing more than $19.2 million in these projects
through the Green Infrastructure Streams (GIS) and the Rural and Northern
Communities Infrastructure Stream (RNIS) of the Investing in Canada plan. The
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Government of Alberta is providing over $23.3 million, while municipalities and
communities are contributing more than $6.2 million.
Quotes
"As a swimmer and lover of aquatic sports, I am excited to announce funding for the
Consort aquatic facility. As well, the drinking water and wastewater projects we are
announcing today are essential to building strong resilient communities. Our
investments in these projects in Wainwright and across Central Alberta will help restart
local economies and make a real difference in people's lives for years to come.
Canada's Infrastructure plan invests in thousands of projects, creates jobs across the
country, and builds stronger communities."
The Honourable Catherine McKenna, Minister of Infrastructure and Communities
"Rural communities are an integral part of our country, and they have been impacted by
COVID-19 in unprecedented ways. This is why support for community facilities like the
new Consort aquatic facility is so important to help communities stay strong, vibrant,
and resilient. It is equally important that we continue investing in vital water
infrastructure, like the Town of Wainwright's wastewater lagoon upgrades. Since
November 2015, the Government of Canada has invested in 227 infrastructure projects
in Alberta, including 68 clean water and wastewater projects in rural communities, to
strengthen local economies and improve people's quality of life."
The Honourable Maryam Monsef, Minister for Women and Gender Equality and Rural
Economic Development
"Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta's recovery plan. Ensuring
communities and organizations can get started on the planning and construction of
these ICIP projects figures prominently in our plan to create needed jobs and boost
local economies where it matters most."
The Honourable Prasad Panda, Minister of Infrastructure for Alberta
Quick facts

Through the Investing in Canada plan, the Government of Canada is investing more
than $180 billion over 12 years in public transit projects, green infrastructure, social
infrastructure, trade and transportation routes, and Canada's rural and northern
communities.
$2 billion of this funding is supporting infrastructure projects that meet the unique needs
of rural and northern communities like facilities to support food security, local access
roads and enhanced broadband connectivity.
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The Government of Canada has invested more than $4.6 billion in over 285
infrastructure projects across Alberta under the Investing in Canada plan.
The Rural Economic Development Strategy leverages ongoing federal investments and
provides a vision for the future, identifying practical steps to take in the short term, and
serving as a foundation to guide further work.
To support Canadians and communities during the COVID-19 pandemic, a new stream
has been added to the over $33-billion Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program to
help fund pandemic-resilient infrastructure. Existing program streams have also been
adapted to include more eligible project categories.
The COVID-19 Resilience Stream will help other orders of governments whose finances
have been significantly impacted by the pandemic by increasing the federal cost share
for public infrastructure projects.
Related product
Backgrounder: Canada and Alberta invest in water and recreation infrastructure to
support strong healthy communities in central Alberta: https://www.canada.ca/en/officeinfrastructure/news/2020/08/backgrounder-canada-and-alberta-invest-in-recreation-andwater-infrastructure-to-support-strong-healthy-communities-in-central-alberta.html
Associated links
Government of Canada Resources – Coronavirus disease (COVID-19):
https://www.canada.ca/en/public-health/services/diseases/coronavirus-disease-covid19.html?utm_campaign=not-applicable&utm_medium=vanity-url&utm_source=canadaca_coronavirus
Investing in COVID-19 Community Resilience:
https://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/plan/covid-19-resilience-eng.html
Investing in Canada Plan Project Map:
https://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/gmap-gcarte/index-eng.html

Federal infrastructure investments in Alberta:
https://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/investments-2002-investissements/ab-eng.html
Rural Opportunity, National Prosperity: An Economic Development Strategy for Rural
Canada
https://www.infrastructure.gc.ca/rural/strat-eng.html
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New infrastructure projects announced for Camrose
https://www.renewcanada.net/new-infrastructure-projects-announced-for-camrose/
(click link for photo)
The government of Alberta is investing more than $15 million in a new elementary
school for the City of Camrose, and almost $12 million for upgrades to the city’s
wastewater treatment plant and airport.
“Alberta’s Recovery Plan is creating jobs across Alberta that will get people back to
work while making sure our province is better off in the future,” said Premier Jason
Kenney. “These important investments made by Alberta taxpayers in Camrose are a
part of the $10 billion building plan to help our province get back on track after the
impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and the global recession. Communities across our
province will benefit, as we build schools, roads, and more to make life better for
Albertans.”
The new school, expected to open in September 2022, will replace the current aged
facility and will serve about 350 students. The provincial government has worked with
prime consultant BR2 Architecture of Edmonton, general contractor Lear Construction
of Calgary and Sherwood Park, as well as the Battle River School Division to plan and
design the new Chester Ronning School.
The wastewater treatment plant will receive a $10.2-million grant under the Alberta
Municipal Water/Wastewater Partnership toward a $38.8-million upgrade of the
wastewater treatment plant to meet new environmental standards for treatment of
effluent. Upgrade work is expected to begin in early 2021 with completion slated for
2023.
The airport will receive $1.6 million under the Community Airport Program toward the
$2.2-million cost of resurfacing the airport runway. Work is expected to commence in
spring of 2021.
Featured image caption: Alberta’s Minister of Infrastructure Prasad Panda joins Premier
Jason Kenney, Camrose MLA Jackie Lovely and others to celebrate the start of
construction at the Chester Ronning school redevelopment in Camrose.

August 13, 2020
BRSD happy to have Camrose School construction underway
Tofield Mercury Final News Moush John Wed, Aug 12, 2020
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As part of Alberta's Recovery Plan, Camrose's Chester Ronning School will be getting a
$15-million-facelift, according to a statement released by the Alberta government on
Tuesday, Aug. 11.
"Battle River School Division (BRSD) is very pleased to have construction of our
replacement school get underway," said Norm Erickson, board chair, Battle River
School Division. "Chester Ronning School has been an integral part of the Camrose
community for more than 50 years. We're excited to be able to replace the aging
building with a state-of-the-art school that will meet the needs of students for years to
come."
Alberta taxpayers are investing more than $15 million in the new K-6 Chester Ronning
School, creating more than 84 jobs for Albertans.
The new school, expected to open in September 2022, will replace the current aged
facility and will serve about 350 students.
"Building schools like Chester Ronning in Camrose is a key component of Alberta's
Recovery Plan," said Premier Jason Kenney. "This project creates good jobs for skilled
tradespeople, engineers and contractors, while building a facility that will serve both
students and the Camrose community."
Alberta's government has worked with Prime Consultant, BR2 Architecture of
Edmonton, general contractor Lear Construction of Calgary and Sherwood Park, as well
as the Battle River School Division to plan and design the school.
"I am thrilled that students in Camrose will soon have a new and modern learning
environment for kindergarten to Grade 6 education in their community," added Adriana
LaGrange, Minister of Education. "This project is part of our commitment to build new
schools across the province. We will continue to invest in muchneeded school
infrastructure projects to get Albertans back to work."
According to the statement, Alberta's Recovery Plan is a bold, ambitious long-term
strategy to build, diversify, and create tens of thousands of jobs now.
By building schools, roads and other core infrastructure, communities are being
benefited. By diversifying the economy and attracting investment with Canada's most
competitive tax environment, the Alberta government is putting the province on a path
for a generation of growth.

The new Chester Ronning School project in Camrose is part of the more than $10 billion
infrastructure spending announced as part of Alberta's Recovery Plan.
This spending includes - $6.9 billion Budget 2020 capital spending; $980 million
accelerated for Capital Maintenance and Renewal; $200 million for Strategic
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Transportation Infrastructure Program and water infrastructure projects; $600 million in
strategic infrastructure projects; $500 million in municipal infrastructure; and $1.5 billion
for Keystone XL.
Lloydminster Const
@LloydConstAssoc

Vermilion’s infrastructure project
Translate Tweet

Prasad Panda @prasadpandayyc

Sewage treatment isn’t the prettiest of infrastructure (except in this case) but I was happy to
learn about the tremendous project underway here in Vermillion. Appreciate Albertans’
commitment to keeping our province beautiful. #ableg

10:07pm · 12 Aug 2020 · Twitter for iPhone

Return2Rural
@return2rural

Nate Horner was in Consort earlier this week with Prasad Panda, the Minister of
Infrastructure. The Consort Swimming Pool project has been approved! #R2RPartners
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#R2R #Consort #SpecialAreas #Alberta #ConsortPool #ConsortPoolProject
buff.ly/3kGql4Q

Provincial Grant Pushes Pool Project Forward
Consort Enterprise Final NewsWed, Aug 12, 2020
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Eight infrastructure projects have been approved for federal and provincial funding,
including construction of a new outdoor pool facility for Consort.
The Village of Consort Aquatic Facility Upgrades project is estimated to cost $1,556,000
to build, with the federal government providing $622,400, the province of Alberta
(Municipal Affairs) providing $808,600 ($458,600 of regular MSI funding plus
Communities Initiative grant of $350,000) and Special Area No. 4 providing $250,000 to
the Village for community projects. The Consort Community Pool Association has raised
approximately $130,000. CAO Kulyk says they will need around $200,000 above
construction costs for maintenance, operating and accessories.
"These funds from various levels of government and the community allow us to start an
important project that's been in the works for over six years. This gives us something to
look forward to during these difficult times. On behalf of the Village of Consort, we will
utilize these funds to the fullest in making a community pool that everyone can enjoy for
years to come," Mayor Michael Beier, in response to receiving the necessary funding to
start construction of the new swimming pool facility.
"The Village of Consort is extremely pleased with receiving the ICIP grant. This
successful application puts us at our goal to be able to move forward with building the
pool. For many years we have been saying, "just one more year for our pool, and
miraculously with a lot of staff and community effort we have been able to get our pool
up and running, but every year there is that concern that we may not be able to," said
Barb Kulyk, Chief Administrative Officer, Village of Consort. "RFP's will be available
soon and we hope to start demolition this fall." An initial design was approved by
Council several years ago, but current council will review this and determine a final
design that will maximize the funding available for the project.
"Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta's Recovery Plan. Ensuring
communities and organizations can get started on the planning and construction of
these ICIP projects figures prominently in our plan to create needed jobs and boost
local economies where it matters most," said Prasad Panda, Minister of Infrastructure.
"Investing in recreation facilities is an investment in the health and well-being of
Albertans," he added.
The federal and provincial money comes through the Investing in Canada Infrastructure
Program (ICIP) and is intended to kickstart vital projects and keep the economy rolling.

Alberta recreation and water infrastructure projects get federal and
provincial funding
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https://www.groundwatercanada.com/alberta-recreation-and-water-infrastructureprojects-get-federal-and-provincial-funding/
Wainwright, Alta. – The governments of Canada and Alberta are in infrastructure to
strengthen local economies.
The announcement was made by the Ministry of Infrastructure and Communities, the
Ministry for Women and Gender Equality and Rural Economic Development and the
Ministry of Infrastructure for Alberta.
In the Municipal District of Wainwright, the funding will be used to improve the
Greenshields wastewater treatment lagoon and capacity, as well as reduce the risk of
leaking, odour and contamination, Infrastructure Canada said in a news release.
Another project involves finishing the Alberta Central East Regional Water Transmission
System. A further 96.3 kilometres of line will be added to bring a safe reliable water
supply to 18 communities in the counties of Minburn, Two Hills and Vermilion River.
Water transmission lines will also be extended by 35.8 kilometres to bring the Village of
Edberg in Camrose County, and the Village of Clive in Lacombe County a long-term,
secure water supply.
For residents of Consort, the funding is going towards a new aquatic facility to help
people stay active and support community development.
These, along with the other projects announced today, will create jobs and strengthen
local economies now while promoting sustainable growth and residents’ long-term
health and well-being.
The federal government will provide funding of more than $19.2 million in these projects
through the Green Infrastructure Streams and the Rural and Northern Communities
Infrastructure Stream of the Investing in Canada plan. The Alberta government will
provide more than $23.3 million. Municipalities and communities will contribute more
than $6.2 million.
“Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta’s recovery plan. Ensuring
communities and organizations can get started on the planning and construction of
these ICIP projects figures prominently in our plan to create needed jobs and boost
local economies where it matters most,” said Prasad Panda, the minister of
infrastructure for Alberta.

SMRID receives rehabilitation grant
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http://www.vauxhalladvance.com/featured-stories/2020/08/13/smrid-receivesrehabilitation-grant/

As part of Alberta’s $10-million Irrigation Rehabilitation Program, the provincial
government is providing a $2.6 million grant to the St. Mary River Irrigation District
(SMRID) to enhance water management and delivery in the district.
Agriculture and Forestry Minister Devin Dreeshen made the announcement earlier this
month at Chin Reservoir south of Cranford on Highway 3.
“There’s no question that 2020 has been a challenging year for everyone in the
agricultural sector,” said Dreeshen. “We’ve had everything from the COVID pandemic to
negative oil prices in Alberta, so it’s time for some good news. The potential that
irrigation has in Alberta is incredible, and is that good news story.”
The funding is intended to ensure Alberta’s irrigation districts continue to improve water
infrastructure that provides water for irrigation and agricultural operations, as well as a
wealth of other opportunities in other sectors.
“This grant is part of the years’s overall $10 million rehabilitation funding that’s going to
over a dozen irrigation districts,” continued Dreeshen. “Today’s $2.6 million grant
announcement to St. Mary will ensure this district can continue to improve its
infrastructure, infrastructure that is vital to this community. We will also support the
district in carrying out irrigation projects that are so critical to everyone that depends on
them. That ranges from agriculture operations, municipalities, recreational areas,
wetlands and wildlife habitats. Ultimately, southern Alberta’s agricultural industry would
not survive without water and the irrigation infrastructure that delivers it.”
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Taber-Warner MLA Grant Hunter, who also serves as Associate Minister of Red Tape
Reduction, suggested agriculture and irrigation in southern Alberta rate high as priorities
for Premier Jason Kenney’s cabinet.
“It’s exciting to see the different projects that we’ve brought into this riding, and this is
going to be one more exciting project that we’re excited about. One of the things I want
you to know is this area down here, there’s something really valuable about down here
in southern Alberta — we’ve got the heat units, we’ve got some fantastic irrigation
infrastructure, and we also have some of the most dynamic individuals, our farmers and
ranchers. And because of that, that makes this a very special place, a place where we
can actually get things done. The premier is very interested in making sure that this is
the agri-food corridor in Canada, and in order to be able to do that, we have to provide
the proper infrastructure.”
Rehabilitation projects supported by these grants include lining unlined canals,
converting canals to pipelines and other work. These projects increase the water
conveyance network’s efficiency, allowing more acres to be irrigated with the existing
water allocation.
Started in 1969, the Irrigation Rehabilitation Program is a long-standing grant program
that provides cost-shared funds to irrigation districts to rehabilitate irrigation
infrastructure. Government of Alberta investments through the program are matched by
districts at a ratio of 75 per cent government to 25 per cent district. SMRID is receiving
$2,651,848 from the program.
“We’re going to invest $10 billion in infrastructure projects all across Alberta to grow the
economy and get people back to work,” said Infrastructure Minister Prasad Panda. “This
$10 billion in investment is actually 40 per cent more than what we budgeted in the
2020 budget, which was $7 billion.”
Dreeshen singled out Hunter for special praise as a tireless advocate for irrigation
improvement and expansion in cabinet.
“He’s probably one of the biggest advocates in cabinet for irrigation. So you have a
double whammy there, with a guy that understands red tape and how it can slow down
business or halt expansion, but also sees first hand the value and tremendous benefit
from irrigation.”
Every year, Alberta’s irrigation industry supports about 56,000 full-time jobs and
contributes about $2.4 billion in labour income, while providing $3.6 billion in GDP
annually to Alberta’s economy.
Within Alberta’s irrigation districts, there are more than 42 reservoirs and about 7,600
kilometres of conveyance works, including canals and pipelines, which carry almost two
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billion cubic metres of water per year. Alberta’s irrigated land makes up almost 70 per
cent of all irrigated acres in Canada.

August 14, 2020
AB Infrastructure Minister announces $8,522,800 regional water
transmission line
Funding is covered jointly by the province, Ottawa and benefiting municipalities
https://www.reddeeradvocate.com/news/ab-infrastructure-minister-announces-8522800regional-water-transmission-line/

Alberta Infrastructure Minister Prasad Panda was in Lacombe to announce the approval
the approval of an $8,522,800 regional water transmission line.
The approval of Phase 6 and 7, which includes $3,409,120 from the Federal
Government, $4,261,400 from the province and $852,280 from the Highway 12/21
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Regional Water Services Commission will help improve water provisions for Bashaw,
Alix, Clive, Edberg, Ferintosh and the Counties of Camrose and Lacombe.
Panda said the investment is part of the $49-million infrastructure partnership between
Ottawa, the province and Albertan municipalities.
“Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta’s Recovery Plan. Ensuring
communities and organizations can get started on the planning and construction of
these ICIP projects figures prominently in our plan to create needed jobs and boost
local economies where it matters most,” he said.
Panda said he was pleased to see Lacombe-Ponoka MLA Ron Orr advocate heavily for
this project. Orr remembers living in Clive when discussions for the need for this began.
“The long-term reality was that those wells they were relying on could go dry. They were
concerned they needed a long-term better solution. One of the benefits of this is that it
makes these communities viable long-term.
Panda said the project helps eliminate the need for older wells and that the scope of all
their funding involves replacement of aging infrastructure.
“This project will provide these communities to eliminate dependence on aging
infrastructure. This shifts their water supplies to long-term, safe supplies. It will also
create about 45 jobs during the construction phase,” Panda said.
Commission Chair Brenda Knight said that construction will likely begin in the spring
due to costs associated with winter constructed and the project should be completed in
2022.
“This, Phase 6 and 7, will bring the construction phase of our commission to completion.
We started out in 2005. It has been 15 years and we are so pleased to be at this point.
Knight said that partnerships have been able to bring this project to fruition.
“Water is the the lifeblood of our communities and we appreciate it so much. These
communities can thrive and grow and we will have eight rural municipalities that will be
connected now,” Knight said.
Knight said the project has already has had economic benefits for the communities it
serves.
Bashaw already has. Since they got onto the regional water, they have had an
agricultural plastics recycling plant move into the town. They needed water in order to
wash the plastics,” she said. “I’m hoping it will be able to provide growth in all these
communities.”
Panda said projects like this have the potential to diversify the economy.
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“We want to build on our strengths, but we also want diversify the economy. Agriculture
is very important for this region and we are talking about irrigation projects across the
province so we can grow more and provide more agrifood services,” Panda said.
Knight said the line allows communities to have water not being drained off natural
aquifers and the project will serve these communities 100 years or more.
“Will there have to be upgrades, definitely, but this is a long-term solution to water,” she
said.

A stable supply of safe water for Central Alberta's rural communities
https://www.lacombeonline.com/local/a-stable-supply-of-safe-water-for-central-albertas-rural-communities

The Government of Alberta is spending $49 million on more than 70 rural community
infrastructure projects throughout the province. As a result, Central Alberta will see the
completion of phases six and seven of the Highway 12/21 Regional Water Transmission
Line.
The villages of Clive, Alix, Edberg, Ferintosh, and the Counties of Lacombe and
Camrose will see a safe and stable water supply to the affected communities.
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“This project will probably help these communities eliminate their dependence on old
aged infrastructure and will shift to a safe and secure supply. It will also create about 45
local jobs during the construction phase,” said Prasad Panda, Minister of Infrastructure
for Alberta.

The influx of infrastructure projects is part of Alberta’s Recovery Plan to stimulate and
diversify the economy.
“We’re trying to minimize the impacts of the pandemic both in terms of health and
economically. We’re trying to protect their lives and livelihoods but at the same time,
we’re trying to stimulate the economy to spend and infrastructure. That way we can
recover the economy, grow the economy, and create local jobs,” said Panda.
Since the pandemic, Panda says the province has increased the budget for
infrastructure projects by 40 per cent.
Brenda Knight, Chair of the Water Commission and Lacombe County Councillor says
the completion of the Regional Water Transmission Line was a long time coming. She
has worked with the Water Commission for 15 years and was very excited to see the
project’s completion in sight.
“Water is the lifeblood of all communities and we appreciate this so much. They can
thrive, they can grow we’ll have eight rural municipalities that will be connected now. It
will get them off of old infrastructure they’ll have long term safe sustainable drinking
water,” explained Knight.
Knight has experienced first-hand some of the challenges of the old infrastructure.
“Ironically, I was the acting CAO in Alix when they ran out of water. I got a call from the
village foreman that the reservoir was dry. A six-inch line had burst and the pumps
couldn’t keep up. After a lot of studies, it became apparent that the aquifers were not
going to last forever,” said Knight.
The updated water system will provide new opportunities for growth for the affected
communities inviting new businesses, new developments, and new residents. Since the
town of Bashaw has been connected to the waterline, they have already seen new
developments.
“Since they got onto the regional water, they have had an agricultural plastics recycling
firm plant move into the town. They needed water in order to wash the plastic. I am
hoping that will continue to grow for all of the communities. It will give the opportunity for
growth in the small areas because water is so essential to a lot of industry,” added
Knight.
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The total cost of the project will be $8,522,800 funded by both the provincial and federal
governments and by the Regional Water Services Commission. MLA for LacombePonoka Ron Orr was happy to seize the opportunity to spend federal money.
“Part of this here is also taking advantage of an opportunity that Ottawa has offered to
help build infrastructure in Alberta and we don’t want to leave money on the table from
Ottawa. That’s why we need to get some of these projects done. It builds our
infrastructure it makes our communities viable and it’s getting some of our money back
from Ottawa which I think is important for a lot of people,” said Orr.
The extended waterline is expected to begin construction in February of 2021 and is
supposed to be completed by 2022. With regular upgrades and maintenance, it is
expected that the affected communities will have a safe supply of water for many years
to come.

$2.7-million in infrastructure projects announced for Fort
Saskatchewan
https://fortsaskonline.com/local/new-infrastructure-projects-bringing-jobs-to-fortsaskatchewan
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More funding is coming to Fort Saskatchewan's infrastructure.
On Thursday (Aug.13), Fort Saskatchewan-Vegreville MLA Jackie ArmstrongHomeniuk and minister of infrastructure Prasad Panda announced the provincial
government is allocating $2.7-million funding for infrastructure projects in the city.

Work being done includes $340,000 in upgrades to the Fort Saskatchewan Courthouse,
as well as $2.4-million for a public address system replacement at the Fort
Saskatchewan Correctional Centre.
“These important investments in Capital Maintenance and Renewal (CMR) for Fort
Saskatchewan will create jobs now, while we face high levels of unemployment. These
shovel-ready projects will preserve the value of our provincial assets and get Albertans
working,” said Panda.
These investments in CMR projects are part of the more than $10-billion in
infrastructure spending announced as part of Alberta’s Recovery Plan.
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Minister of infrastructure visits wainwright to speak to local
government officials
Wainwright Star/Edge Final News Zak Mclachlan Fri, Aug 14, 2020
Prasad Panda, Alberta's Minister of Infrastructure, visited Wainwright on Wednesday to
speak with local elected officials Reeve Bob Barss of the M.D. of Wainwright, Mayor
Brian Bethune of the Town of Wainwright and Reeve Dale Swyripa of the County of
Vermilion River alongside Vermilion-Lloydminster-Wainwright MLA Garth Rowswell.
The Minister came bearing good news, as he relayed the message that the Ministry of
Infrastructure has committed to investing in a number of projects in the area.
In partnership with the federal government's Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program
(ICIP), the Government of Alberta is investing three major projects.
The first is the M.D.'s Wainwright Greenshields Lagoon Rehabilitation project. The total
cost of the project is just shy of $1.1 million. The federal government will provide
$438,000, the provincial government will provide $365,547 and the M.D. itself will
provide $292,503 to complete the project.
The next is the Town of Wainwright's Wastewater Lagoon Upgrades project, which will
cost $2.6 million.
The federal government will provide $1.04 million, the province will provide $886,580
and the Town will kick in $693,420.
The third and largest project is the Alberta Central East (ACE) Water Transmission
System Completion project, which will cost $33.9 million. The federal government will be
supplying $13.3 million, with the province providing $16,625,000 and ACE providing just
under $4 million to complete the major project.
"These are important projects that were advocated by MLA Rowswell, and I'm happy to
get them approved in collaboration with the federal government. Each of these projects
will improve quality of life for local residents, and I'm proud our government is willing to
invest in this infrastructure and help to create local jobs," Minister Panda said.
He said these investments are part of a major infrastructure investment strategy, which
the provincial government is undertaking in order to create jobs and grow the economy.
"We're preparing to diversify the economy, and for that we need to infrastructure
whether in be energy infrastructure, agriculture infrastructure like irrigation or technology
like broadband internet for example. We're investing in these mainly to attract private
sector investments going forward and to help create jobs. That's our focus for this,"
Minister Panda explained.
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Part of the Minister's visit to Wainwright included a stop at the Wainwright Health
Centre.
Bringing a new hospital to Wainwright has been a hot topic for many years. Minister
Panda said he heard and understands the concerns of management at the hospital, and
he will bring those concerns back to the Minister of Health.
"They talked about the need to expand the hospital because they're seeing more
patients now than when it was built. They also talked about the increased services like
surgeries they are doing, and particularly because of the COVID pandemic, they don't
have enough space to safely treat patients there," Minister Panda said.
"But the challenge we have is there is limited money at the government's disposal,
particularly with revenue down so much. I told them I'll definitely talk to my colleague at
the Minster of Health. They prioritize the capital projects to deliver healthcare. So we
have to go through the budgeting process. I told them we would definitely consider it,
but I do not have any promises. But we will certainly include that on our capital project
wish list."
"The hospital has been an issue forever, so it was a perfect opportunity to showcase
that again, and maybe we can work towards some progress on that," MLA Rowswell
said.
He also touched on the provincial government's investments in the energy industry and
why Alberta is pumping so much money into things like the Keystone pipeline.
"I heard from the Reeves and Mayors here in this region that they're talking about the
slow down in oil and gas. It's mainly because of the low price and low demand, but also
because of market access," he said.
"When the demand comes back, we should be able to ship the product. So that's why
we invested in the Keystone XL pipeline. We're investing a lot of money that will protect
the public health and at the same time help grow the economy."
MLA Rowswell said it was great to have a minister in the Wainwright area, as meeting
with local government officials is always a good opportunity.
"It's always better face-to-face. There's more back and forth than when you send emails
and it's hard to get the expression of what you're trying to get across," he said.
"The Minister is such a great listener, so that's why it's important that he's here today."
EDGE
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August 17, 2020
Provincial and federal funding approved for ACE water project
completion
vermilionstandard.com Jeannette Benoit-LeipertFri, Aug 14, 2020
Eight infrastructure projects have been approved for federal and provincial funding
across Alberta, including one in the County of Vermilion River and two in the Wainwright
area.
The Alberta government is investing more than $23.3 million, the Government of
Canada is providing more than $19.2 million through the Investing in Canada
Infrastructure Program (ICIP) and the municipalities and communities are contributing
more than $6.2 million to the projects.
"Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta's Recovery Plan," said Prasad
Panda, Minister of Infrastructure.
"Ensuring communities and organizations can get started on the planning and
construction of these ICIP projects figures prominently in our plan to create needed jobs
and boost local economies where it matters most."
Here are details about the eight projects:
One ICIP project is approved for Bashaw.
The Town of Bashaw Lagoon Upgrade project.
Total project cost is $715,226, with the federal government providing $286,090, the
province (Transportation) providing $250,329, and the Town of Bashaw providing
$178,807.
One ICIP project is approved for Consort.
The Village of Consort Aquatic Facility Upgrades project.
Total project cost is $1,556,000, with the federal government providing $622,400, the
province (Municipal Affairs) providing $808,600 and Special Area No. 4 providing
$125,000.
One ICIP project is approved for Provost.
The Town of Provost Water Treatment Plant Upgrade project.
Total project cost is $250,000, with the federal government providing $100,000, the
province (Transportation) providing $83,325 and the Town of Provost providing
$66,675.
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One ICIP project is approved for Ryley.
The Village of Ryley Lift Station Upgrades project.
Total project cost is $220,000, with the federal government providing $88,000, the
province (Transportation) providing $73,326 and the Village of Ryley providing $58,674.
One ICIP project is approved for Vermilion River.
The County of Vermilion River as managing partner of Alberta Central East (ACE)
Water Corporation - ACE Water Transmission System Completion project.
Total project cost is $33.9 million with the federal government providing $13.3 million,
the province (Transportation) providing $16,625,000 and the Alberta Central East Water
Corporation providing $3,975,000. The completed project will serve the Village of
Myrnam to Derwent, Two Hills to Duvernay, Kitscoty to Paradise Valley, Village of
Marwayne to Dewberry, and Clandonald.
Two ICIP projects are approved for Wainwright.
The Municipal District of Wainwright Greenshields Lagoon Rehabilitation project.
Total project cost is $1,096,750, with the federal government providing $438,700, the
province (Transportation) providing $365,547 and the Municipal District of Wainwright
providing $292,503.
The Town of Wainwright Wastewater Lagoon Upgrades project.
Total project cost is $2.6 million, with the federal government providing $1,040,000, the
province (Transportation) providing $866,580 and the Town of Wainwright providing
$693,420.
One ICIP project is approved for the Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services
Commission
Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services Commission Phase 6 and 7 of the Regional
Water Transmission Line completion project.
Total project cost is $8,522,800, with the federal government providing $3,409,120, the
province (Transportation) providing $4,261,400 and the Highway 12/21 Regional Water
Services Commission providing $852,280. The project improves water supply provisions
for the Town of Bashaw, the Villages of Alex, Clive, Edberg, Ferintosh, and the Counties
of Camrose and Lacombe.
Support for ICIP infrastructure projects are part of the more than $10 billion
infrastructure spending announced as part of Alberta's Recovery Plan. This spending
includes:
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$6.9 billion Budget 2020 capital spending $980 million accelerated for Capital
Maintenance and Renewal $200 million for Strategic Transportation Infrastructure
Program and water infrastructure projects $600 million in strategic infrastructure
projects $500 million in municipal infrastructure $1.5 billion for Keystone XL

Alberta announces funding approval for eight infrastructure projects
https://canada.constructconnect.com/joc/news/government/2020/08/alberta-announcesfunding-approval-for-eight-infrastructure-projects
The Government of Alberta has announced eight infrastructure projects have been
approved for federal and provincial funding.
The province is investing more than $23.3 million and the federal government is putting
in more than $19.2 million through the Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program
(ICIP), while municipalities and other communities will contribute more than $6.2 million.
“Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta’s Recovery Plan. Ensuring
communities and organizations can get started on the planning and construction of
these ICIP projects figures prominently in our plan to create needed jobs and boost
local economies where it matters most,” said Alberta Minister of Infrastructure Prasad
Panda in a statement.
The following projects were approved.






A $33.9 million project to complete the County of Vermillion River’s ACE Water
Transmission System Completion project has been approved with $13.3 million
earmarked from the federal government, the province contributing approximately
$16.6 million and the Alberta Central East Water Corporation providing $3.9
million. The completed project will serve the Village of Myrnam to Derwent, Two
Hills to Duvernay, Kitscoty to Paradise Valley, Village of Marwayne to Dewberry
and Clandonald.
The Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services Commission Phase 6 and 7 of the
Regional Water Transmission Line completion project at just over $8.5 million
has been approved for the Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services Commission.
The federal government will provide $3.4 million and the province will invest $4.2
million with the Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services Commission providing
$852,280. The project improves water supply provisions for the Town of
Bashaw, the Villages of Alex, Clive, Edberg, Ferintosh, and the Counties of
Camrose and Lacombe.
Two projects have been approved for Wainwright, Alta. The Municipal District of
Wainwright Greenshields Lagoon Rehabilitation project has a total cost of $1.09
million with federal funding of $438,700, and the province providing $365,547,
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while the Municipal District of Wainwright provides $292,503. The other project is
an upgrade of the Town of Wainwrights wastewater lagoon with a total project
cost of $2.6 million, comprised of $1.04 million of federal funding, provincial
funding of $866,580 and $693,420 from the Town of Wainwright.
The Village of Consort Aquatic Facility Upgrades project will cost a total of $1.5
million with the federal government providing $622,400, the province providing
$808,600 and Special Area No. $ providing $125,000.
The Town of Bashaw Lagoon Upgrade project has a project cost of $715,226
with the federal government providing $286,090, the province providing $250,329
and the Town of Bashaw providing $178,807.
A water treatment plant upgrade has been approved for the Town of Provost,
which will cost a total of $250,000 with $100,000 from the federal government,
$83,325 from the province and $66,675 from the Town of Provost.
The Village of Riley’s Lift Station will get an upgrade at a total cost of $220,000
with provincial funding of $73,326, federal investment of $88,000 and a
contribution of $58,674 from the Village of Riley.

“New and upgraded water infrastructure is critical to communities across our province.
Together with more than $10 billion in infrastructure spending through Alberta’s
Recovery Plan, these strategic investments will back Alberta’s economic recovery,”
Alberta Minister of Transportation Ric McIver added.

August 19, 2020
Provincial and federal funding approved for ACE water project
completion
https://www.vermilionstandard.com/news/local-news/provincial-and-federal-fundingapproved-for-ace-water-project-completion
Eight infrastructure projects have been approved for federal and provincial funding
across Alberta, including one in the County of Vermilion River and two in the Wainwright
area.
The Alberta government is investing more than $23.3 million, the Government of
Canada is providing more than $19.2 million through the Investing in Canada
Infrastructure Program (ICIP) and the municipalities and communities are contributing
more than $6.2 million to the projects.
“Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta’s Recovery Plan,” said Prasad
Panda, Minister of Infrastructure.
“Ensuring communities and organizations can get started on the planning and
construction of these ICIP projects figures prominently in our plan to create needed jobs
and boost local economies where it matters most.”
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Here are details about the eight projects:


One ICIP project is approved for Bashaw.


The Town of Bashaw Lagoon Upgrade project.




One ICIP project is approved for Consort.


The Village of Consort Aquatic Facility Upgrades project.




The Town of Provost Water Treatment Plant Upgrade project.


The Village of Ryley Lift Station Upgrades project.


Total project cost is $220,000, with the federal government
providing $88,000, the province (Transportation) providing $73,326
and the Village of Ryley providing $58,674.

One ICIP project is approved for Vermilion River.




Total project cost is $250,000, with the federal government
providing $100,000, the province (Transportation) providing
$83,325 and the Town of Provost providing $66,675.

One ICIP project is approved for Ryley.




Total project cost is $1,556,000, with the federal government
providing $622,400, the province (Municipal Affairs) providing
$808,600 and Special Area No. 4 providing $125,000.

One ICIP project is approved for Provost.




Total project cost is $715,226, with the federal government
providing $286,090, the province (Transportation) providing
$250,329, and the Town of Bashaw providing $178,807.

The County of Vermilion River as managing partner of Alberta Central
East (ACE) Water Corporation – ACE Water Transmission System
Completion project.


Total project cost is $33.9 million with the federal government
providing $13.3 million, the province (Transportation) providing
$16,625,000 and the Alberta Central East Water Corporation
providing $3,975,000.



The completed project will serve the Village of Myrnam to Derwent,
Two Hills to Duvernay, Kitscoty to Paradise Valley, Village of
Marwayne to Dewberry, and Clandonald.

Two ICIP projects are approved for Wainwright.
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The Municipal District of Wainwright Greenshields Lagoon Rehabilitation
project.




The Town of Wainwright Wastewater Lagoon Upgrades project.




Total project cost is $2.6 million, with the federal government
providing $1,040,000, the province (Transportation) providing
$866,580 and the Town of Wainwright providing $693,420.

One ICIP project is approved for the Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services
Commission




Total project cost is $1,096,750, with the federal government
providing $438,700, the province (Transportation) providing
$365,547 and the Municipal District of Wainwright providing
$292,503.

Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services Commission Phase 6 and 7 of
the Regional Water Transmission Line completion project.


Total project cost is $8,522,800, with the federal government
providing $3,409,120, the province (Transportation) providing
$4,261,400 and the Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services
Commission providing $852,280.



The project improves water supply provisions for the Town of
Bashaw, the Villages of Alex, Clive, Edberg, Ferintosh, and the
Counties of Camrose and Lacombe.

Support for ICIP infrastructure projects are part of the more than $10 billion
infrastructure spending announced as part of Alberta’s Recovery Plan. This
spending includes:


$6.9 billion Budget 2020 capital spending



$980 million accelerated for Capital Maintenance and Renewal



$200 million for Strategic Transportation Infrastructure Program and water
infrastructure projects



$600 million in strategic infrastructure projects



$500 million in municipal infrastructure



$1.5 billion for Keystone XL

New schools in region will open over the next few years
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https://brooksbulletin.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/08/BBulletin-August19.pdf
Sod turnings were held in Brooks and Tilley recently to mark two new schools for the
region.
The announcement of Tilley School in Tilley and Ecole Le Ruisseau in Brooks were
made in March 2018.
On Aug. 5 Minister of Infrastructure Prasad Panda and Bow River MP Martin Shields
participated in the official sod turning events with representatives from the city, county,
Southern Francophone Education Region and Grasslands Public School board.
While the new site of the 200 student K-12 French school in the Meadowbrook area
remains empty, the construction at the K-9 200 student Tilley School started in June.
"We'll do everything we can to expedite the K-12 French school," Panda told parents,
staff, students and other dignitaries who attended the event.
Shields said it has taken many years of lobbying to get a school of their own.
Ecole Le Ruisseau has had portables at Griffin Park School and has been sharing their
facilities since about 2009.
"I know it's been a long battle to get things going here," echoed city councillor Dan
Klein.
"We've been waiting almost 15 years now for this day to come," said school board
trustee Genevieve Poulin.
"What we see in the francophone school is the minute we build a school we see our
enrollment go to the roof and we see our community growth as well so we expect to see
people coming to Brooks," she said.
"I'm really happy this is happening in spite of everything that's going on," said Serge
Mesnil, principal at Ecole le Ruisseu.
"We're really happy. It's good news for the whole community and for the city as well, just
to have the construction going."
It's unclear when the school will open but it's likely it will be in the fall of 2022 or 2023.
At Tilley School, the construction crew expects to have the foundation completed by the
end of August or early September which will allow them to work inside during the winter.
Speaking to Perry Orr, the superintendent with Ward Bros. Construction on site, Panda
questioned if they will be on schedule.
"If the weather holds and the supply chain holds I think we'll be alright," Orr responded.
"There's some unknowns I can't control."
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An issue being faced is lights coming in from overseas but if they continue to be a
problem they will be swapped out for others of equal value, Orr told Panda.
Once the peak of construction is reached, Orr expects to see 20-25 workers on site.
When the new school is built the 1947 school will be demolished.
Tilley School will receive $190,000 for its playground, however, before the money was
announced raffle tickets were sold to help raise money for equipment.
Julie Jenkins of the Tilley School parent council committee, said thanks to the funding
they have received, other fundraising money and 50/50 ticket sales they are about
$50,000 shy of their $300,000 target which she does expect they will reach when tickets
sell out.
"There's a big grant that provided relief and huge weight off our shoulders," she said.
Though it's not finalized the structures will include accessibility items.
"It's going to be a really beautiful playground."

Infrastructure projects support jobs, economic recovery
Bassano Times Final NewsMon, Aug 17, 2020
Funding for six rural Alberta infrastructure projects will help create 244
constructionrelated jobs and benefit economies in four communities as part of Alberta's
Recovery Plan.
Timely, targeted spending of more than $43 million is being injected into the
communities of Taber, Raymond, Brooks and Acadia Valley. This investment will help
support local economies and create job opportunities by upgrading or replacing
water/wastewater treatment systems, an emergency spillway, a wetlands area, and a
community hall. Alberta is investing more than $15 million, while the Government of
Canada is providing about $16.7 million through the Investing in Canada Infrastructure
Program (ICIP).
Alberta's Recovery Plan is a bold, ambitious long-term strategy to build, diversify, and
create tens of thousands of jobs now. By building schools, roads and other core
infrastructure we are benefiting our communities. By diversifying our economy and
attracting investment with Canada's most competitive tax environment, we are putting
Alberta on a path for a generation of growth. Alberta came together to save lives by
flattening the curve and now we must do the same to save livelihoods, grow and thrive.
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"Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta's Recovery Plan. Ensuring
communities and organizations can get started on the planning and construction of
these ICIP projects figures prominently in our plan to create needed jobs and boost
local economies where it matters most," Prasad Panda, Minister of Infrastructure.
"These investments and associated projects will go a long way towards benefiting
current and future Albertans. The funding made available will ensure safe and reliable
public infrastructure in the event of an emergency, - reliable water/wastewater treatment
systems that are essential for the environment and play a role in sustaining healthy
watersheds throughout the province. Most importantly, this comes at a crucial time in
our economic recovery from COVID-19 and will help get Albertans back to work in some
of our smaller communities," Jason Nixon, Minister of Environment and Parks.
"Investing in infrastructure construction projects, like the Taber and Raymond water and
wastewater projects, are an integral part of Alberta's Recovery Plan. These investments
are strategically designed to get Albertans working now, support economic growth and
encourage longterm prosperity well into the future," Ric McIver, Minister of
Transportation. "This investment in a new community hall for the MD of Acadia will
create jobs and provide a hub where our residents can gather for generations to come.
Our entire community is thankful for the investment from the federal and provincial
governments, particularly in these difficult economic times," Pete Rafa, reeve, Municipal
District of Acadia. Quick facts Three ICIP projects are approved for Taber.
The Municipal District of Taber Horsefly Emergency Spillway Phase 1 project. Total
project cost is $22,195,050, with the federal government providing $8,878,049, the
province (Environment and Parks) providing $7,397,610 and the municipality/other
providing $5,919,391.
The Town of Taber East Taber Constructed Wetland project. Total project cost is $7.4
million, with the federal government providing $2,531,000, the province (Environment
and Parks) providing $3,228,870 and the municipality/other providing $1,211,130. An
additional $429,000 is being provided through the federal Gas Tax Fund.
The Town of Taber Water Treatment Plant pH Adjustment CO2 Injection project. Total
project cost is $440,000, with $176,000 in funding from the federal government,
$146,652 from the province (Transportation) and the municipality/other providing
$117,348.
One ICIP project is approved for Raymond.
The Town of Raymond Wastewater Treatment System Expansion project.
Total project cost is $8 million, with the federal government providing $3.2 million, the
province (Transportation) contributing $2,666,666 and the municipality/other providing
$2,133,334.
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One ICIP project is approved for Brooks. The City of Brooks Sanitary Wastewater
Replacement and Hort Lift Station Connection project.
Total project cost is $3,331,000, with the federal government providing $1,332,400, the
province (Municipal Affairs Municipal Sustainability Initiative) providing $1,110,222 and
the municipality/other providing $888,378.
One ICIP project is approved for Acadia Valley.
The Municipal District of Acadia Acadia Valley Community Hall project.
Total project cost is $2 million, with the federal government providing $560,000, the
province (Municipal Affairs Municipal Sustainability Initiative) contributing $466,420 and
the municipality/other providing $973,580.
Support for ICIP infrastructure projects are part of the more than $10 billion
infrastructure spending announced as part of Alberta's Recovery Plan. This spending
includes: $6.9 billion Budget 2020 capital spending $980 million accelerated for Capital
Maintenance and Renewal $200 million for Strategic Transportation Infrastructure
Program and water infrastructure projects $600 million in strategic infrastructure
projects $500 million in municipal infrastructure $1.5 billion for Keystone XL

Province has yet to send pool grant application to federal government
Vulcan Advocate Final News Stephen TipperWed, Aug 19, 2020
Vulcan Town council expressed its disappointment Aug. 10 that the federal government
has not yet received the Town's grant application for $1.6 million that would be put
towards the pool project.
Catherine McKenna, minister of Infrastructure and Communities, stated in a July 27
letter that while the Alberta government has indicated that it intends to submit this
project for federal consideration, Infrastructure Canada has not received a funding
application for the proposed project.
Town council has already green lighted the overall project but has been approving the
project in stages in hopes of remaining eligible for an Investing in Canada Infrastructure
Program (ICIP) grant from the federal government.
In her letter, McKenna noted that costs incurred or contracts entered into before federal
approval are not eligible for federal reimbursement.
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Construction began in the spring on $5.2-million pool project and it's anticipated that the
project will take a couple more months to complete. Coun. Lorna Armstrong asked why
the federal government has not yet received the Town's grant application.
"It's because it's still in the province's hands," replied Kim Fath, the Town's
administrator.
Armstrong then asked if Town officials know why the application is in the province's
hands.
Fath shook his head. "This does not help our situation," Armstrong then said.
The Alberta government administers federal grants, Fath pointed out.
"That's not to say that (the application) hasn't been submitted to a federal review board
to look at," he said. "It's just that the minister hasn't seen it yet."
Fath said he talked to Municipal Affairs recently about the ICIP application, but there
was no new information at that time. Coun. Lyle Magnuson said he was "shocked and
disappointed" that the Town's grant application hadn't received the of Infrastructure and
Communities minister yet, and wondered if the Town should contact the local MLA and
MP "to see what happened during this process."
"Obviously it sounds like it's too late to do it now, but is there something we can do to
make sure this doesn't happen again in the future, because that's quite frustrating," he
said.
Fath said the Town "really do depend" on the grant funds.
At the end of discussion, council carried a motion to forward a letter to the provincial
Infrastructure minister, Prasad Panda, and the local MLA, Joseph Schow, inquiring as to
why the Town's application has not been forwarded to the federal government and that
a copy of the letter received from the federal minister of Infrastructure and Communities
be sent as an attachment.
To pay for the project, Town council approved a borrowing bylaw during the Jan. 13
meeting that allows the municipality to borrow up to $2,512,717. In addition to borrowing
funds, the Town of Vulcan has $575,000 in capital reserves and $1,335,200 in
provincial grants, and has budgeted $800,000 in donations, to put towards the pool
project.
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Additional Clips
Provincial and federal funding approved for ACE water project completion
vermilionstandard.com Jeannette Benoit-LeipertFri, Aug 14, 2020

Eight infrastructure projects have been approved for federal and provincial funding across Alberta,
including one in the County of Vermilion River and two in the Wainwright area.
The Alberta government is investing more than $23.3 million, the Government of Canada is
providing more than $19.2 million through the Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program (ICIP) and
the municipalities and communities are contributing more than $6.2 million to the projects.
"Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta's Recovery Plan," said Prasad Panda, Minister of
Infrastructure.
"Ensuring communities and organizations can get started on the planning and construction of these
ICIP projects figures prominently in our plan to create needed jobs and boost local economies where
it matters most."
Here are details about the eight projects:
One ICIP project is approved for Bashaw.
The Town of Bashaw Lagoon Upgrade project.
Total project cost is $715,226, with the federal government providing $286,090, the province
(Transportation) providing $250,329, and the Town of Bashaw providing $178,807.
One ICIP project is approved for Consort.
The Village of Consort Aquatic Facility Upgrades project.
Total project cost is $1,556,000, with the federal government providing $622,400, the province
(Municipal Affairs) providing $808,600 and Special Area No. 4 providing $125,000.
One ICIP project is approved for Provost.
The Town of Provost Water Treatment Plant Upgrade project.
Total project cost is $250,000, with the federal government providing $100,000, the province
(Transportation) providing $83,325 and the Town of Provost providing $66,675.
One ICIP project is approved for Ryley.
The Village of Ryley Lift Station Upgrades project.
Total project cost is $220,000, with the federal government providing $88,000, the province
(Transportation) providing $73,326 and the Village of Ryley providing $58,674.
One ICIP project is approved for Vermilion River.
The County of Vermilion River as managing partner of Alberta Central East (ACE) Water
Corporation - ACE Water Transmission System Completion project.
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Total project cost is $33.9 million with the federal government providing $13.3 million, the province
(Transportation) providing $16,625,000 and the Alberta Central East Water Corporation providing
$3,975,000. The completed project will serve the Village of Myrnam to Derwent, Two Hills to
Duvernay, Kitscoty to Paradise Valley, Village of Marwayne to Dewberry, and Clandonald.
Two ICIP projects are approved for Wainwright.
The Municipal District of Wainwright Greenshields Lagoon Rehabilitation project.
Total project cost is $1,096,750, with the federal government providing $438,700, the province
(Transportation) providing $365,547 and the Municipal District of Wainwright providing $292,503.
The Town of Wainwright Wastewater Lagoon Upgrades project.
Total project cost is $2.6 million, with the federal government providing $1,040,000, the province
(Transportation) providing $866,580 and the Town of Wainwright providing $693,420.
One ICIP project is approved for the Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services Commission
Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services Commission Phase 6 and 7 of the Regional Water
Transmission Line completion project.
Total project cost is $8,522,800, with the federal government providing $3,409,120, the province
(Transportation) providing $4,261,400 and the Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services Commission
providing $852,280. The project improves water supply provisions for the Town of Bashaw, the
Villages of Alex, Clive, Edberg, Ferintosh, and the Counties of Camrose and Lacombe.
Support for ICIP infrastructure projects are part of the more than $10 billion infrastructure spending
announced as part of Alberta's Recovery Plan. This spending includes:
$6.9 billion Budget 2020 capital spending $980 million accelerated for Capital Maintenance and
Renewal $200 million for Strategic Transportation Infrastructure Program and water infrastructure
projects $600 million in strategic infrastructure projects $500 million in municipal infrastructure $1.5
billion for Keystone XL
Minister of infrastructure visits wainwright to speak to local government officials
Wainwright Star/Edge Final News Zak MclachlanFri, Aug 14, 2020

Prasad Panda, Alberta's Minister of Infrastructure, visited Wainwright on Wednesday to speak with
local elected officials Reeve Bob Barss of the M.D. of Wainwright, Mayor Brian Bethune of the Town
of Wainwright and Reeve Dale Swyripa of the County of Vermilion River alongside VermilionLloydminster-Wainwright MLA Garth Rowswell.
The Minister came bearing good news, as he relayed the message that the Ministry of Infrastructure
has committed to investing in a number of projects in the area.
In partnership with the federal government's Investing in Canada Infrastructure Program (ICIP), the
Government of Alberta is investing three major projects.
The first is the M.D.'s Wainwright Greenshields Lagoon Rehabilitation project. The total cost of the
project is just shy of $1.1 million. The federal government will provide $438,000, the provincial
government will provide $365,547 and the M.D. itself will provide $292,503 to complete the project.
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The next is the Town of Wainwright's Wastewater Lagoon Upgrades project, which will cost $2.6
million.
The federal government will provide $1.04 million, the province will provide $886,580 and the Town
will kick in $693,420.
The third and largest project is the Alberta Central East (ACE) Water Transmission System
Completion project, which will cost $33.9 million. The federal government will be supplying $13.3
million, with the province providing $16,625,000 and ACE providing just under $4 million to complete
the major project.
"These are important projects that were advocated by MLA Rowswell, and I'm happy to get them
approved in collaboration with the federal government. Each of these projects will improve quality of
life for local residents, and I'm proud our government is willing to invest in this infrastructure and help
to create local jobs," Minister Panda said.
He said these investments are part of a major infrastructure investment strategy, which the provincial
government is undertaking in order to create jobs and grow the economy.
"We're preparing to diversify the economy, and for that we need to infrastructure whether in be
energy infrastructure, agriculture infrastructure like irrigation or technology like broadband internet
for example. We're investing in these mainly to attract private sector investments going forward and
to help create jobs. That's our focus for this," Minister Panda explained.
Part of the Minister's visit to Wainwright included a stop at the Wainwright Health Centre.
Bringing a new hospital to Wainwright has been a hot topic for many years. Minister Panda said he
heard and understands the concerns of management at the hospital, and he will bring those
concerns back to the Minister of Health.
"They talked about the need to expand the hospital because they're seeing more patients now than
when it was built. They also talked about the increased services like surgeries they are doing, and
particularly because of the COVID pandemic, they don't have enough space to safely treat patients
there," Minister Panda said.
"But the challenge we have is there is limited money at the government's disposal, particularly with
revenue down so much. I told them I'll definitely talk to my colleague at the Minster of Health. They
prioritize the capital projects to deliver healthcare. So we have to go through the budgeting process.
I told them we would definitely consider it, but I do not have any promises. But we will certainly
include that on our capital project wish list."
"The hospital has been an issue forever, so it was a perfect opportunity to showcase that again, and
maybe we can work towards some progress on that," MLA Rowswell said.
He also touched on the provincial government's investments in the energy industry and why Alberta
is pumping so much money into things like the Keystone pipeline.
"I heard from the Reeves and Mayors here in this region that they're talking about the slow down in
oil and gas. It's mainly because of the low price and low demand, but also because of market
access," he said.
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"When the demand comes back, we should be able to ship the product. So that's why we invested in
the Keystone XL pipeline. We're investing a lot of money that will protect the public health and at the
same time help grow the economy."
MLA Rowswell said it was great to have a minister in the Wainwright area, as meeting with local
government officials is always a good opportunity.
"It's always better face-to-face. There's more back and forth than when you send emails and it's hard
to get the expression of what you're trying to get across," he said.
"The Minister is such a great listener, so that's why it's important that he's here today." EDGE
MLA Homeniuk and Minister Panda announce $2.7 million investment in Fort
Fort Saskatchewan Record Final News Jennifer HamiltonThu, Aug 20, 2020

On Thursday, Aug. 13, Fort Saskatchewan-Vegreville MLA Jackie Armstrong-Homeniuk and Minister
of Infrastructure Prasad Panda announced that the Alberta Government will be creating jobs in Fort
Saskatchewan-Vegreville by investing $2,740,000 in infrastructure projects in Fort Saskatchewan.
The $2.7 million will be allocated to lighting and BMCS (Building Management and Control Systems)
at the Fort Saskatchewan Courthouse, replacing underground electrical vaults and wiring, and a
public address system replacement at the Fort Saskatchewan Correctional Centre.
"Investing in ageing infrastructure in our communities not only creates jobs when we need them
most, but also helps grow our economy," said Homeniuk.
"I would like to thank Minister Panda for coming to Fort Saskatchewan for this huge announcement,
and to Alberta's government for their support of our riding," she continued.
Finance Minister Travis Toews and Premier Kenney estimated $10 billion in infrastructure funding
could create 50,000 jobs as the economy struggles due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the spring
oil crash.
Kenney said the spending includes money for roads, hospitals, schools, pipelines and water
projects.
"This, the largest infrastructure build in Alberta history, and by far the largest in the country on a percapita basis, represents about a 40 per cent increase over what has initially been budgeted in the
province's a capital plan for this fiscal year," he said.
"These important investments in Capital Maintenance and Renewal for Fort Saskatchewan will
create jobs now, while we face high levels of unemployment. These shovel-ready projects will
preserve the value of our provincial assets and get Albertans working," said Minister for
Infrastructure, Prasad Panda.
The investments in Capital Maintenance Renewal (CMR) Projects are part of the more than $10
billion in infrastructure spending announced as part of Alberta's Recovery Plan.
The Alberta Recovery Plan includes a series of large-scale infrastructure projects this summer worth
a total cost of $612 million. These projects are designed to create at least 2,500 jobs and have been
chosen to improve long-term economic growth and to encourage investment across the province,
according to a press release.
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Earlier last week, as part of Alberta's Recovery Plan, the Minister of Economic Development, Trade
and Tourism, Tanya Fir, joined Jackie Armstrong-Homeniuk on Aug. 11 to visit Quest Disposal
Recycling Inc. in Vegreville.
"Visited the famous Pysanka egg in Vegreville today with MLA Homeniuk ... The region has many
great businesses that are #OpenInVegreville, and so many great tourism sights and experiences!"
Fir posted to social media.
Vegreville-based business, Quest, developed hand sanitizer for their clients during the pandemic.
Homeniuk noted their work directly contributed to a healthy relaunch, keeping Albertans "safe as we
work to get our economy back on track."
"We have managed to continue work during the pandemic.
Through enhanced sanitation and social distancing, we have been able to sustain excellent
customer service in these tough times. This ability to continue working is a direct result of the hard
work and dedication of our staff," explained Keith Hayduk, CEO of Quest.
"I was extremely pleased to visit Vegreville. Seeing the tremendous innovation and entrepreneurship
that is happening at businesses like Quest shows that Alberta's biggest economic strength will
always be the small businesses that are the rector powering our communities," said Fir.
"During the COVID-19 pandemic, Quest came up with many creative ideas to keep their small
business strong. Businesses like Quest are the economic drivers of our rural communities. It was an
honour to tour their facility and showcase it to my colleague Minister Fir," Homeniuk said.
jhamilton@postmedia.com

Infrastructure Minister Turns Sod at New School Site
Provost News Final Caption NewsWed, Aug 19, 2020

Minister of Infrastructure Prasad Panda digs into sod with a gold-painted shovel at the construction
site for the new St. Thomas Aquinas School on Wednesday morning, August 12. He said it's a "good
thing" to observe the M.D. and town working hand in hand on their projects. Mayor Mike Dennehy
said that the government injected cash for projects "greatly helps our infrastructure" and it's "come to
the point we need to make these upgrades."
Before the sod turning, Ashley Forrys of Alberta Infrastructure told The News that the construction is
"coming along fine" although they had a wet spring and summer; and are now working through
foundations. It's anticipated that the facility will be in use for fall of 2021, she said. Asked if any
modifications have been made to school plans since the pandemic began, such as installing more
touchless equipment including for sinks, she says they were already included and no changes have
been made since the pandemic. "We're excited that it's getting going. .. to see it going up."
Pictured back from left: Drumheller-Stettler MLA Nate Horner, Curtis MacNeil for Jen-Col
Construction Ltd., M.D. of Provost No. 52 Reeve Allan Murray, Provost Mayor Mike Dennehy, STA
school principal Sheldon Tameling and STA school vice principal Jeremy Cairns. Front: Minister of
Infrastructure Prasad Panda, Ashley Forrys of Alberta Infrastructure, Debra Klein, board chair for
East Central Alberta Catholic Schools; and Charlie McCormack, superintendent of East Central
Alberta Catholic Schools.
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Alberta Minister tours Lamont Extended Care, intends to address concerns to health minister
Lamont Leader Final News Jana SemeniukWed, Aug 19, 2020

Alberta Minister of Infrastructure, Prasad Panda, along with MLA Jackie Armstrong-Homeniuk,
toured Lamont Health Extended Care Centre on Aug. 14 in order to hear concerns from staff and
residents.
Panda was concerned with some of the issues brought forward.
"I will be bringing this up to the health minister because some of the concerns are that the longterm
care rooms need upgrades," he said. "Also, they want to expand. There seem to be a lot of seniors,
demographically, in that area."
Fort Saskatchewan-Vegreville MLA Jackie Armstrong-Homeniuk, also mentioned that the Lamont
Extended Care Centre wouldn't be receiving any funding for projects at this time.
"There haven't been any approved projects as of yet," she said. "At least not this round. But there
will be more opportunities."
Once the tour of the Lamont Health Extended Care Centre was complete, the pair made their way to
the Fort Saskatchewan Court House where they made a funding announcement that will create jobs
in Fort Saskatchewan.
In June, responding to the crippling crisis of COVID 19, the provincial UCP government announced
its Economic Recovery Plan which includes the investment of $10 billion towards much needed
infrastructure across the province while also creating over 32,000 jobs.
Of the $10 billion provincial investment, the city of Fort Saskatchewan has been allocated
$2,740,000 in funding for a lighting and BMCS system at the Fort Saskatchewan Courthouse,
replacing underground electrical vaults and wiring, and a public address system replacement at the
Fort Saskatchewan Correctional Centre.
"These important investments in Capital Maintenance and Renewal for Fort Saskatchewan will
create jobs now, while we face high levels of unemployment. These shovelready projects will
preserve the value of our provincial assets and get Albertans working," said Panda.
Armstrong-Homeniuk was happy to deliver this much needed announcement to the residents of Fort
Saskatchewan.
"Investing in aging infrastructure in our communities not only creates jobs when we need them most,
but also helps grow our economy. I would like to thank Minister Panda for coming to Fort
Saskatchewan for this huge announcement, and to Alberta's government for their support of our
riding," she said.

Minister announces $8.5 million water line extension
Bashaw Star Final News Todd VaughanWed, Aug 19, 2020

Alberta Infrastructure Minister Prasad Panda was in Lacombe to announce the approval of an
$8,522,800 regional water transmission line.
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The approval of Phase 6 and 7, which includes $3,409,120 from the federal government, $4,261,400
from the province and $852,280 from the Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services Commission, will
help improve water provisions for Bashaw, Alix, Clive, Edberg, Ferintosh and the counties of
Camrose and Lacombe.
Panda said the investment is part of the $49-million infrastructure partnership between Ottawa, the
province and Albertan municipalities.
"Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta's Recovery Plan. Ensuring communities and
organizations can get started on the planning and construction of these ICIP projects figures
prominently in our plan to create needed jobs and boost local economies where it matters most," he
said.
Panda said he was pleased to see Lacombe-Ponoka MLA Ron Orr advocate heavily for this project.
Orr remembers living in Clive when discussions for the need for this began.
"The long-term reality was that those wells they were relying on could go dry. They were concerned
they needed a long-term, better solution. One of the benefits of this is that it makes these
communities viable long-term.
Panda said the project helps eliminate the need for older wells and that the scope of all their funding
involves replacement of aging infrastructure.
"This project will provide these communities to eliminate dependence on aging infrastructure. This
shifts their water supplies to long-term, safe supplies. It will also create about 45 jobs during the
construction phase," Panda said.
Commission Chair Brenda Knight said that construction will likely begin in the spring due to costs
associated with winter constructed. The project should be completed in 2022.
"This, Phase 6 and 7, will bring the construction phase of our commission to completion. We started
out in 2005. It has been 15 years and we are so pleased to be at this point."
Knight said that partnerships have been able to bring this project to fruition.
"Water is the lifeblood of our communities and we appreciate it so much. These communities can
thrive and grow and we will have eight rural municipalities that will be connected now," Knight said.
Knight said the project has already had economic benefits for the communities it serves.
"Bashaw already has. Since they got onto the regional water, they have had an agricultural plastics
recycling plant move into the town. They needed water in order to wash the plastics," she said. "I'm
hoping it will be able to provide growth in all these communities."
Panda said projects like this have the potential to diversify the economy.
"We want to build on our strengths, but we also want diversify the economy. Agriculture is very
important for this region and we are talking about irrigation projects across the province so we can
grow more and provide more agrifood services," Panda said.
Knight said the line allows communities to not have water being drained off natural aquifers and the
project will serve these communities 100 years or more.
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"Will there have to be upgrades? Definitely, but this is a longterm solution to water," she said.

AB Infrastructure Minister announces $8,522,800 regional water transmission line
Rimbey Review Final News Todd VaughanTue, Aug 18, 2020

Alberta Infrastructure Minister Prasad Panda was in Lacombe to announce the approval the
approval of an $8,522,800 regional water transmission line.
The approval of Phase 6 and 7, which includes $3,409,120 from the Federal Government,
$4,261,400 from the province and $852,280 from the Highway 12/21 Regional Water Services
Commission will help improve water provisions for Bashaw, Alix, Clive, Edberg, Ferintosh and the
Counties of Camrose and Lacombe.
Panda said the investment is part of the $49-million infrastructure partnership between Ottawa, the
province and Albertan municipalities.
"Building vital infrastructure is a key part of Alberta's Recovery Plan. Ensuring communities and
organizations can get started on the planning and construction of these ICIP projects figures
prominently in our plan to create needed jobs and boost local economies where it matters most," he
said.
Panda said he was pleased to see Lacombe-Ponoka MLA Ron Orr advocate heavily for this project.
Orr remembers living in Clive when discussions for the need for this began.
"The long-term reality was that those wells they were relying on could go dry. They were concerned
they needed a long-term better solution. One of the benefits of this is that it makes these
communities viable long-term.
Panda said the project helps eliminate the need for older wells and that the scope of all their funding
involves replacement of aging infrastructure.
"This project will provide these communities to eliminate dependence on aging infrastructure. This
shifts their water supplies to long-term, safe supplies. It will also create about 45 jobs during the
construction phase," Panda said.
Commission Chair Brenda Knight said that construction will likely begin in the spring due to costs
associated with winter constructed and the project should be completed in 2022.
"This, Phase 6 and 7, will bring the construction phase of our commission to completion. We started
out in 2005. It has been 15 years and we are so pleased to be at this point.
Knight said that partnerships have been able to bring this project to fruition.
"Water is the the lifeblood of our communities and we appreciate it so much. These communities can
thrive and grow and we will have eight rural municipalities that will be connected now," Knight said.
Knight said the project has already has had economic benefits for the communities it serves.
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Bashaw already has. Since they got onto the regional water, they have had an agricultural plastics
recycling plant move into the town. They needed water in order to wash the plastics," she said. "I'm
hoping it will be able to provide growth in all these communities."
Panda said projects like this have the potential to diversify the economy.
"We want to build on our strengths, but we also want diversify the economy. Agriculture is very
important for this region and we are talking about irrigation projects across the province so we can
grow more and provide more agrifood services," Panda said.
Knight said the line allows communities to have water not being drained off natural aquifers and the
project will serve these communities 100 years or more.
"Will there have to be upgrades, definitely, but this is a long-term solution to water," she said.
Fort receives $2.7M infrastructure boost from province
sherwoodparknews.com Radio Jennifer HamiltonFri, Aug 21, 2020

More than $2.7 million in various provincial infrastructure projects is finding its way into Fort
Saskatchewan.
The $2,740,000 funding announced by Fort Saskatchewan-Vegreville MLA Jackie ArmstrongHomeniuk and Minister of Infrastructure Prasad Panda on Thursday, August 13 will be allocated to
lighting and building management and control systems at the Fort Saskatchewan Courthouse,
replacing underground electrical vaults and wiring, and a public address system replacement at the
Fort Saskatchewan Correctional Centre.
"Investing in aging infrastructure in our communities not only creates jobs when we need them most,
but also helps grow our economy," said Homeniuk. "I would like to thank Minister Panda for coming
to Fort Saskatchewan for this huge announcement, and to Alberta's government for their support of
our riding."
The funding was part of the larger pot of $10 billion in infrastructure funding previously announced
by Finance Minister Travis Toews and Premier Kenney in late June, which is expected to create
50,000 jobs as the economy struggles due to the COVID-19 pandemic and the spring oil crash.
"These important investments in capital maintenance and renewal for Fort Saskatchewan will create
jobs now, while we face high levels of unemployment. These shovel-ready projects will preserve the
value of our provincial assets and get Albertans working," said Minister Panda.
The premier said the spending includes money for roads, hospitals, schools, pipelines, and water
projects.
"This is the largest infrastructure build in Alberta history, and by far the largest in the country on a
per-capita basis represents about a 40 per cent increase over what has initially been budgeted in the
province's a capital plan for this fiscal year," he said.
The investments in capital maintenance renewal projects are part of the more than $10 billion in
infrastructure spending announced as part of Alberta's Recovery Plan.
The Alberta Recovery Plan includes a series of large-scale infrastructure projects this summer worth
a total cost of $612 million. These projects are designed to create at least 2,500 jobs and have been
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chosen to improve long-term economic growth and to encourage investment across the province,
according to a press release.
As part of Alberta's Recovery Plan, the Minister of Economic Development, Trade and Tourism,
Tanya Fir, joined Armstrong-Homeniuk on August 11 to visit Quest Disposal Recycling Inc. in
Vegreville.
"Visited the famous Pysanka egg in Vegreville today with MLA Homeniuk The region has many great
businesses that are #OpenInVegreville, and so many great tourism sights and experiences!" Fir
posted to social media.
Vegreville-based business, Quest, developed hand sanitizer for their clients during the pandemic.
Homeniuk noted their work directly contributed to a healthy relaunch, keeping Albertans "safe as we
work to get our economy back on track.
"We have managed to continue work during the pandemic. Through enhanced sanitation and social
distancing, we have been able to sustain excellent customer service in these tough times. This
ability to continue working is a direct result of the hard work and dedication of our staff," explained
Keith Hayduk, CEO of Quest.
"I was extremely pleased to visit Vegreville. Seeing the tremendous innovation and entrepreneurship
that is happening at businesses like Quest shows that Alberta's biggest economic strength will
always be the small businesses that are the rector powering our communities," said Fir.
"During the COVID-19 pandemic, Quest came up with many creative ideas to keep their small
business strong. Businesses like Quest are the economic drivers of our rural communities. It was an
honour to tour their facility and showcase it to my colleague Minister Fir," Homeniuk said.
jhamilton@postmedia.com
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